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Foreword

This report is the first independent expert application of the 1948 Genocide Convention to the ongoing treatment of the Uyghurs in China. It was undertaken by the Newlines Institute for Strategy and Policy, in cooperation with the Raoul Wallenberg Centre for Human Rights, in response to emerging accounts of serious and systematic atrocities in the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region, particularly directed against the Uyghurs, an ethnic minority, to ascertain whether the People’s Republic of China is in breach of the Genocide Convention under international law.

For this purpose, dozens of experts in international law, genocide studies, Chinese ethnic policies, and the region were invited to examine pro-bono all available evidence that could be collected and verified from public Chinese State communications, leaked Chinese State communications, eye-witness testimony, and open-source research methods such as public satellite-image analysis, analysis of information circulating on the Chinese internet, and any other available source.

The resulting report is a presentation of the facts that could be established together with careful analysis of whether China bears State responsibility for breaches of the Genocide Convention. We believe the conclusions are clear and convincing. We do not make any recommendations for action, but we do stand prepared to share our information and analysis with relevant institutions or actors interested in these findings.

Dr. Azeem Ibrahim
Director
Special Initiatives
Newlines Institute for Strategy and Policy
Executive Summary

1. This report concludes that the People’s Republic of China (China) bears State responsibility for committing genocide against the Uyghurs in breach of the 1948 Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide (Genocide Convention) based on an extensive review of the available evidence and application of international law to the evidence of the facts on the ground.

2. The examination was conducted by recognized independent experts on international law, genocide, China’s ethnic policies, and the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region (XUAR).

3. Intent to Destroy. Under Article II of the Genocide Convention, the commission of genocide requires the “intent to destroy, in whole or in part, [a protected group], as such.” The “intent to destroy” does not require explicit statements. Intent can be inferred from a collection of objective facts that are attributable to the State, including official statements, a general plan, State policy and law, a pattern of conduct, and repeated destructive acts, which have a logical sequence and result — destruction of the group as such, in whole or in substantial part.

4. High-level statements of intent and general plan. In 2014, China’s Head of State, President Xi Jinping, launched the “People’s War on Terror” in XUAR, making the areas where Uyghurs constitute nearly 90 percent of the population the front line. High-level officials followed up with orders to “round up everyone who should be rounded up,” “wipe them out completely ... destroy them root and branch,” and “break their lineage, break their roots, break their connections, and break their origins.” Officials described Uyghurs with dehumanizing terms and repeatedly likened the mass internment of Uyghurs to “eradicating tumors.”

5. Comprehensive State policy, pattern of conduct and repeated destructive acts.

   a. Government-Mandated Homestays. Since 2014, the Government of China (Government) has deployed Han cadres to reside in Uyghur homes as monitors, resulting in the rupturing of family bonds. County governments further coerce, incentivize, and actively promote Han-Uyghur marriages.

   b. Mass Internment. In 2017, the XUAR legislature formally legalized the mass internment of Uyghurs under “De-Extremification” regulations. The top security official and entities dispatched a manual and set of documents across the region with orders to police Uyghurs, “speed up the construction” and expansion of the mass internment camps, “increase the discipline and punishment” within the camps and maintain “strict secrecy” over all information, which is not to “be disseminated,” nor “open to the public.” The manual outlines the complex hierarchy
of officials, entities, and the centralized digital surveillance system overseeing the entire campaign.

c. **Mass Birth-Prevention Strategy.** China has simultaneously pursued a dual systematic strategy of forcibly sterilizing Uyghur women of childbearing age and interning Uyghur men of child-bearing years, preventing the regenerative capacity of the group and evincing an intent to biologically destroy the group as such. According to Government statistics and directives, including to “carry out family planning sterilization,” “lower fertility levels,” and “leave no blind spots,” China is carrying out a well-documented, State-funded birth-prevention campaign targeting women of childbearing age in Uyghur-concentrated areas with mass forced sterilization, abortions, and IUD placements. China explicitly admits the purpose of these campaigns is to ensure that Uyghur women are “no longer baby-making machines.”

d. **Forcible Transfer of Uyghur Children to State-run Facilities.** Pursuant to new Government policy in 2017, China began building a vast network of massive State-run, highly securitized boarding schools and orphanages to confine Uyghur children, including infants, full time. XUAR counties receive specific quotas from higher authorities to institutionalize such “orphans,” who often lose both parents to internment or forced labor.

e. **Eradication of Uyghur identity, community, and domestic life.** Pursuant to Government campaigns, local authorities have eliminated Uyghur education, destroyed Uyghur architecture and household features, and damaged, altered, or completely demolished the majority of mosques and sacred sites in the region, while closing off other sites or converting them into commercial spaces.

f. **Selective Targeting of Intellectuals and Community Leaders.** The intent to destroy the Uyghurs as a group is further demonstrated by the Government’s deliberate targeting of the guardians and transmitters of Uyghur identity for prolonged detention or death, including household heads, intellectuals, and cultural leaders, regardless of Party affiliation or educational status.

The deliberate targeting of Uyghur leaders and sacred sites evinces an intent to destroy the essential elements of Uyghur identity and communal bonds, which define the group as such.

6. China’s policies and practices targeting Uyghurs in the region must be viewed in their totality, which amounts to an intent to destroy the Uyghurs as a group, in whole or in substantial part, as such.

7. **Acts of Genocide.** While commission of any one of the Genocide Convention’s enumerated acts with the requisite intent can sustain a finding of genocide, the
evidence presented in this report supports a finding of genocide against the Uyghurs in breach of each and every act prohibited in Article II (a) through (e).

8. “(a) Killing members of the group.” There are reports of mass death and deaths of prominent Uyghur leaders selectively sentenced to death by execution or, for elders in particular, by long-term imprisonment.

9. “(b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group.” Uyghurs are suffering serious bodily and mental harm from systematic torture and cruel treatment, including rape, sexual abuse, exploitation, and public humiliation, at the hands of camp officials and Han cadres assigned to Uyghur homes under Government-mandated programs. Internment camps contain designated “interrogation rooms,” where Uyghur detainees are subjected to consistent and brutal torture methods, including beatings with metal prods, electric shocks, and whips. The mass internment and related Government programs are designed to indoctrinate and “wash clean” brains, driving Uyghurs to commit or attempt suicide from the threat of internment or the daily extreme forms of physical and psychological torture within the camps, including mock executions, public “self-criticisms,” and solitary confinement.

10. “(c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part.” The authorities systematically target Uyghurs of childbearing years, household heads, and community leaders for detention in unliveable conditions, impose birth-prevention measures on Uyghur women, separate Uyghur children from their parents, and transfer Uyghurs on a mass scale into forced hard labor schemes in a manner that parallels the mass internment. In sum, China is deliberately inflicting collective conditions calculated to terminate the survival of the Uyghurs as a group.

11. “(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group.” The systematic birth prevention campaign in Uyghur-concentrated areas is reinforced by the mass internment drive. In the camps, Uyghur women are subjected to forced IUD insertions, abortions, and injections or medication halting their menstrual cycles, while Uyghur men of childbearing age are targeted for internment, depriving the Uyghur population of the ability to reproduce. As a result of these interconnected policies, growth rates in Uyghur-concentrated areas are increasingly approaching zero.

12. “(e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group.” Where detentions and forced labor schemes are leaving Uyghur children bereft of both parents, they are being sent to State-run orphanages and raised in Chinese-language environments with standard Han child-rearing methods.

13. **China's Responsibility for Genocide under the Genocide Convention.** China is a highly centralized State in full control of its territory and population, including XUAR, and is a State party to the Genocide Convention. The persons and entities perpetrating the above-indicated acts of genocide are all State agents or organs — acting under the effective control of the State — manifesting an intent to destroy the Uyghurs as a group.
within the meaning of Article II of the Genocide Convention. This report therefore concludes that China bears State responsibility for an ongoing genocide against the Uyghurs, in breach of the Genocide Convention.
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I. Introduction

This report concludes that the People’s Republic of China (hereinafter China) is committing an ongoing genocide against the Uyghur ethnic group, in violation of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide (hereinafter the Genocide Convention). The report examines key pertinent developments in the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region (hereinafter XUAR) from May 2013, when the XUAR Government released the earliest known document laying the groundwork for the mass internment campaign, to the present. These events follow a long history of persecution against the Uyghurs in China. The report specifically considers the question of State responsibility under international law for breaches of the Genocide Convention, not the individual criminal liability of particular leaders or perpetrators.

Under Article II of the Genocide Convention, the crime of genocide occurs when at least one of the enumerated prohibited acts is “committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such.” This report does not consider other possible breaches of the Convention, notably in respect of Article III (stipulating punishment for genocide or related conspiracy, incitement, attempt or complicity), Article V (the duty to enact legislation to give effect to the Convention in domestic law, including penalties), or of the fundamental duty to prevent genocide—duties shared by, and with implications for, all State parties to the Convention.

The intent to destroy the Uyghurs as a group is derived from objective proof, consisting of comprehensive State policy and practice, which President Xi Jinping, the highest authority in China, set in motion.

In fact, as recently as September 2020, President Xi praised the “success” of the strategy, practice, and policies of the Communist Party of China (often referred to in English as the Chinese Communist Party, hereinafter CCP) in XUAR, which he deemed “completely correct” and vowed to continue for years to come.¹

The stated purposes or motives behind acts of genocide are legally irrelevant to the question of intent under the Genocide Convention, although such motives might demonstrate that officials are factually aware of certain practices and their outcomes. Thus, China’s attempts to justify its policies in XUAR as a war against extremism, terrorism, or separatism do not absolve the State of responsibility for genocide. These policies primarily target Southern XUAR, where Uyghurs constitute approximately 90 percent of the population, according to the latest data from the Xinjiang Statistical

Bureau.2 The repeated explicit Government orders (described below) to “eradicate tumors,” “wipe them out completely ... destroy them root and branch,” “round up everyone,” “show absolutely no mercy,” “break their roots,” and eliminate “risks within risks, hidden dangers in hidden dangers,” combined with corresponding State practice, belie the purported security goals by targeting any and all members of the Uyghur population.

The ongoing genocide against the Uyghurs is a logical result of a series of sequential and cumulative acts, evolving from the collection of biometric data of Uyghur residents, to the assignment of party cadre teams to monitor Uyghur families, to the destruction of Uyghur cultural and religious sites, language, literature, and poetry—all the foundations of Uyghur life and identity—to the criminalization of Uyghur religious practices, the construction and expansion of internment camps and detention facilities across every populated area of the region, the cycles of mass Uyghur internment and forced labor, to systematic forced abortions and the sterilization of Uyghur women of childbearing age, widespread rape and sexual abuse, and the forcible separation of Uyghur children from their disappeared parents.

The highest levels of State—the President of China and the XUAR CCP Secretary and CCP Deputy Secretary—directly orchestrate these coordinated policies and practices, which are relentlessly implemented by a bureaucratic line of entities and officials all the way down to the internment camp guards. The nature of these interconnected and composite acts inescapably demonstrate the clear, effective, and firm control of the State over the ongoing genocide that cannot reasonably be attributed to others beyond the effective control of the State, or to accident or chance. Simply put, China’s long-established, publicly and repeatedly declared, specifically targeted, systematically implemented, and fully resourced policy and practice toward the Uyghur group is inseparable from “the intent to destroy or whole or in part” the Uyghur group as such.

The evidence contained in this report derives from a comprehensive survey of the available primary and secondary sources, including eyewitness testimony, internal Chinese Government statements, documents, statistics, white papers and reports, and various expert analyses and scholarly works. China continues to deny meaningful independent access to XUAR and seeks to maintain secrecy over its policies vis-à-vis ethnic minorities in the region.


### Uyghurs/Total Population

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Uyghurs</th>
<th>Total Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kashgar</td>
<td>4,289,151</td>
<td>4,633,781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotan</td>
<td>2,453,618</td>
<td>2,530,562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aksu</td>
<td>2,051,412</td>
<td>2,561,674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kizilsu</td>
<td>413,655</td>
<td>624,496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>9,207,836</strong></td>
<td><strong>10,350,513</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Countless survivors understandably remain silent to protect family members in XUAR from the danger of being sent into the vast network of detention centers, internment camps, prisons, or forced labor factories in retaliation. Many have lost all contact with friends and relatives in XUAR, who may have deleted their contacts abroad to protect themselves from internment or worse. Increasingly, witnesses have only agreed to speak out after the detention of all remaining family members back home. The names of first-hand accounts will not be disclosed in this report out of necessary caution and safety concerns.

II. Applicable Law


The prohibition of genocide is a well-established peremptory norm (\textit{jus cogens}), admitting of no derogation, and enshrined in the Genocide Convention, which China signed and ratified in 1949 and 1983, respectively. China’s obligations under the Genocide Convention to prevent, punish, and not commit genocide are \textit{erga omnes}, or owed to the international community as a whole. China has explicitly lodged a reservation to the Genocide Convention that “does not consider itself bound by article IX of the said Convention,” and therefore does not recognize the jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice (ICJ) over interpretation, application or fulfillment of the Convention. China similarly does not recognize the jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court as it is not

\footnotesize{
3 This report avoids use of the term “concentration camp” because it is an imprecise term with various historical associations and not a legal one that is relevant to the question of breaches of the Genocide Convention.


5 All first-hand victim accounts in this report are cited as Victim #__ and are available at the Xinjiang Victims Database, https://shahit.biz/eng/.

6 Democratic Republic of Congo v. Rwanda, ICJ, Judgment of 3 February 2006, para. 64.


10 Article IX reads in full: “Disputes between the Contracting Parties relating to the interpretation, application or fulfillment of the present Convention, including those relating to the responsibility of a State for genocide or for any of the other acts enumerated in article III, shall be submitted to the International Court of Justice at the request of any of the parties to the dispute.”
}
China is, however, a State party to the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (VCLT) with a similar reservation to the jurisdiction of the ICJ over interpretation or application of the treaty. This report does not contemplate individual criminal liability and only examines the question of whether China bears State responsibility for breaches of the Genocide Convention, a legally binding agreement between its 152 State parties. The report therefore strictly applies the Genocide Convention as the primary source of law and the VCLT as the primary means of interpretation. The report also makes reference to the work of the International Law Commission, established pursuant to Article 13(1)(a) of the Charter of the United Nations, and considers ICJ and international criminal law jurisprudence to be secondary means of interpretation.

State responsibility for breaches of the Genocide Convention is not a matter of individual criminal liability. Notably, the State may not be prosecuted or found culpable, and heightened criminal law standards therefore do not apply. State responsibility for breaches of international law follows from wrongful acts attributed to the State. The standard of proof for breaches of International Law is the preponderance of the evidence which applies generally to obligations arising from a treaty. However, given the serious nature of the breaches in question (notably the acts prohibited in Article II, as addressed below), this report applies a clear and convincing standard of proof.

Article II of the Genocide Convention defines genocide as follows:

*Genocide means any of the following acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such:

(a) Killing members of the group;
(b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group;
(c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part;
(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group;
(e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group.*

Under Article II, there are three constituent elements: (1) the commission of a genocidal act or acts committed against (2) the protected group and (3) with the intent to destroy the group in whole or in part. This report is structured around these three elements and the conditions that facilitate genocide.

---


Breaches of the Genocide Convention are determined by the rules of general international law on treaty interpretation and the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts.\textsuperscript{13}

2. The Vienna Convention and Interpretation of the Genocide Convention

The VCLT, to which China is a State party, sets the parameters for treaty interpretation. Article 31 provides:

A treaty shall be interpreted in good faith in accordance with the ordinary meaning to be given to the terms of the treaty in their context and in the light of its object and purpose.\textsuperscript{14}

Under established international law, the terms of the Genocide Convention must be applied according to their plain meaning in their context.\textsuperscript{15} Under Article II, genocide is defined as “\textit{any} of the following acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a ... group as such.” According to the ordinary meaning of the definition, any of enumerated acts alone may amount to genocide, including those that do not require physical destruction, namely Article II (b) through (e).

The context for interpreting a treaty also includes the preamble and “any agreement relating to the treaty which was made between all the parties in connection with the conclusion of the treaty.”\textsuperscript{16} Thus, in interpreting the Genocide Convention, reference must also be made to the UN General Assembly Resolution mentioned in the Convention’s preamble, which mandated its drafting and affirmed the crime of genocide under international law as:

A denial of the right of existence of entire human groups ... [which] results in great losses to humanity in the form of cultural and other contributions represented by these human groups and is contrary to moral law and to the spirit and aims of the United Nations.\textsuperscript{17}


\textsuperscript{15} See Raphael Lemkin’s \textit{Axis Rule in Occupied Europe}, for the origin of the term “genocide” and precursor to the Genocide Convention. Lemkin defined genocide to “not necessarily mean the immediate destruction of a nation … rather to signify a coordinated plan of different actions aiming at the destruction of essential foundations of the life of national groups, with the aim of annihilating the groups themselves. The objective of such a plan would be disintegration of the political and social institutions of culture, language, national feelings, religion, and the economic existence of national groups and the destruction of the personal security, liberty, health, dignity and even the lives of the individuals belonging to such groups.” Raphael Lemkin, \textit{Axis Rule in Occupied Europe} (Washington, D.C., 1944), at 79.

\textsuperscript{16} VCLT, supra note 14, at Art. 31 (2)(a).

The terms must also be interpreted in light of their “object and purpose.” According to Article I of the Convention on the *Prevention and Punishment* of the Crime of Genocide:

> The Contracting Parties confirm that genocide, whether committed in time of peace or in time of war, is a crime under international law which they undertake to prevent and to punish.\(^\text{18}\)

The object and purpose of the treaty are expressly stated in both the Convention’s title and Article I: to bind the Contracting Parties to prevent and punish genocide. According to the ICJ, the object of the Convention “is to safeguard the very existence of certain human groups.”\(^\text{19}\) This ideal provides “the foundation and measure of all its provisions.”\(^\text{20}\)

The terms of the definition of genocide must be read in light of the Convention’s primary purpose: the prevention and safeguarding of the existence of a group *before*, and distinct from, its possible physical destruction. To conclude otherwise would deprive the express terms of any meaning and yield a result that could only be contrary to the object and purpose of the treaty.

Under Article 31(3) of the VCLT, treaty terms are to be further interpreted in light of subsequent (a) agreements and (b) practice regarding interpretation and application of the treaty and “(c) any relevant rules of international law applicable in the relations between the parties.”\(^\text{21}\)

### 3. State Responsibility

The International Law Commission’s (ILC) 2001 report entitled *Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts* provides the rules of general international law on State responsibility for breaches of the Genocide Convention.\(^\text{22}\) This report considers whether the persons or entities perpetrating one or more of the enumerated acts of genocide under Article II against the Uyghurs are necessarily attributable to China.\(^\text{23}\) Pursuant to the law of State responsibility, acts of genocide will be attributed to the State when they are perpetrated by persons or entities: (1) with the status of State organs under State

\(^{18}\) Genocide Convention, *supra* note 7, Art. 1.

\(^{19}\) ICJ Advisory Opinion, *supra* note 9, at 12.

\(^{20}\) Ibid.

\(^{21}\) VCLT, *supra* note 14, at Art. 31(2-3). Moreover, Article 31(4) provides: “[A] special meaning shall be given to a term if it is established that the parties so intended.” Under Article 32, supplementary means of interpretation, including the “preparatory work of the treaty,” may be used to confirm the meaning of treaty terms or “to determine the meaning when the interpretation according to article 31 [either]: (a) leaves the meaning ambiguous or obscure or (b) leads to a result which is manifestly absurd or unreasonable.”

\(^{22}\) The ILC was established by the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) in 1947 to undertake its mandate under Article 13(1)(a) of the Charter of the United Nations to “initiate studies and make recommendations for the purpose of [...] encouraging the progressive development of international law and its codification”, accordingly, its views, as adopted by the UNGA, are authoritative. See also *Bosnia v. Serbia*, *supra* note 13, at para. 149.

\(^{23}\) For a similar analysis, see *Bosnia v. Serbia*, *supra* note 13, at paras. 384-415.
law;24 (2) empowered by State law to exercise elements of governmental authority;25 or (3) acting on the instructions, or under direction or effective control of State organs.26 The acts of State organs or those empowered to exercise governmental authority are even attributable to the State when they exceed their authority or instructions.27

III. Protected Group: national, ethnical, racial, or religious group

The Uyghurs fit squarely within the ordinary meaning of an ethnical (or ethnic) group, having a shared culture, language, and largely the same religion.28 In fact, China formally recognizes the Uyghurs as an “ethnic minority” amongst its exhaustive list of 56 ethnic groups comprising its population.29 A protected group is also defined by its positive characteristics.30 The Uyghurs undoubtedly share the uniquely positive attributes of language, culture, history, philosophy, tradition, music, literature, religion, and a connection with the land (or homeland). Thus, the Uyghurs are a protected ethnic group according to China’s own standards of law, policy, and practice.

History of Persecution

The indigenous inhabitants of what is now called Xinjiang have experienced alternating periods of tightening and loosening control since the Qing Empire conquered the region in 1759.31 During that time, indigenous peoples have sometimes resisted Chinese rule and occasionally rebelled, establishing independent States in 1865-1877, 1933-4, and 1944-9.

---

24 Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts, 2001, Article 4, Conduct of organs of a State, provides: “1. The conduct of any State organ shall be considered an act of that State under international law, whether the organ exercises legislative, executive, judicial or any other functions, whatever position it holds in the organization of the State, and whatever its character as an organ of the central Government or of a territorial unit of the State.
2. An organ includes any person or entity which has that status in accordance with the internal law of the State.” https://legal.un.org/ilc/texts/instruments/english/draft_articles/9_6_2001.pdf
25 Ibid. Article 5, Conduct of persons or entities exercising elements of governmental authority, provides: “The conduct of a person or entity which is not an organ of the State under article 4 but which is empowered by the law of that State to exercise elements of the governmental authority shall be considered an act of the State under international law, provided the person or entity is acting in that capacity in the particular instance.”
26 Ibid. Article 8: “The conduct of a person or group of persons shall be considered an act of a State under international law if the person or group of persons is in fact acting on the instructions of, or under the direction or control of that State in carrying out the conduct.”
27 Ibid. Article 7 provides: “The conduct of an organ of a State or of a person or entity empowered to exercise elements of the governmental authority shall be considered an act of the State under international law if the organ, person, or entity acts in that capacity, even if it exceeds its authority or contravenes instructions.”
28 International tribunals have adopted the definition of ethnical group as “a group whose members share a common language or culture”; see, e.g., The Prosecutor v. Jean-Paul Akayesu (Trial Judgement), ICTR-96-4-T, para. 513, International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR), 2 September 1998.
29 Minzu is generally translated as “nation” or “nationality,” although the Chinese term straddles the English-language ideas of ethnicity and nation. The Chinese term guojiia translates as “state,” where China officially says that the guojiia, wherein sovereignty lies, is made up of multiple minzu, each of which has the right to “autonomy” but not its own guojiia. More recently, authorities began using “ethnic minority” for the English translation of shaoshu minzu, replacing the previous translation, which was “minority nationality.”
The CCP took control of the region in 1949, and in the ensuing three decades oversaw the transfer of millions of ethnic Han Chinese settlers into the region, increasing the percentage of Han residents from 6.1 percent in 1953 to 40.4 percent by 1982.32

After a decade of loosening Chinese State restrictions in the 1980s, Beijing began to express concern about both ethno-nationalism and religious revival among Uyghurs, banning some nationalist books and restricting religious education.33 Similar restrictions multiplied in the early 2000s, during which time Chinese authorities began referring to Uyghur dissent more frequently as “terrorism,” despite an almost complete absence of terrorist attacks.34 Uyghur discontent with discriminatory policies and early forms of forced migration to inland China that resulted in the deaths of Uyghurs in Shaoguan, Guangdong,35 led to protests in the regional capital of Urumqi in 2009, which turned violent as security forces intervened. In the immediate aftermath, security forces detained more than one thousand and disappeared hundreds of Uyghurs.36 The State deployed People’s Armed Police throughout Xinjiang, parading military vehicles through towns, and establishing checkpoints on roads, practices that remained in place through at least 2019.37

Chinese authorities dramatically expanded restrictions on Uyghur movement and cultural practices in the period following the Urumqi riots. Uyghurs in many rural areas were required to obtain special “Convenience Contact Cards” for travel between towns;38 traditional festivals and pilgrimage sites were closed;39 private education in Uyghur

language and religion was criminalized; police raided homes in search of forbidden books; and the State banned children’s names that it deemed too Islamic, such as Fatima, Husayn, and Muhammad.

1. Dehumanization

Chinese officials consistently label the Uyghur population, without distinction, as “backwards,” disloyal to the State, “untrustworthy,” or terrorists. In 2017, the XUAR Communist Youth League published a report with visuals on Uyghur “backwardness,” Markers of Uyghur identity are deemed “anti-human, anti-society, and anti-civilization,” reflecting a mindset labelled “outdated.” The Government’s forced labor schemes in the region are described in propaganda reports as intended to transform the “deep-rooted, lazy thinking” of rural villagers, terms mirroring the Government’s views of Uyghur lifestyle and customs. In internment camps, Uyghurs are indoctrinated on the “backwardness” of their identity and forced to confess to their “backwardness.”

According to first-hand testimony, camp guards have told detainees “you are not humans,” “there is no such ethnic group as the Uyghurs,” “being an Uyghur is a crime,” and, in one instance, “you don’t look like a human” after the detainee was raped

47 Ibid.
49 Victim # 120.
50 Victim # 5524.
51 Victim # 2110.
and struck by an electroshock prod. On September 17, 2020, China’s State Council issued a white paper describing the “backwardness” of the people of the region.

2. Advanced System of Mass Surveillance

a) Video Surveillance

In May 2014, the Chinese Government announced a “Strike Hard Campaign against Violent Terrorism” and a “People’s War on Terror” in XUAR. President Xi Jinping ordered XUAR authorities to deploy “walls made of copper and steel” and “nets spread from the earth to the sky.” That same year, XUAR authorities in Uyghur-majority prefectures began building these physical walls and surveillance nets en masse, installing thousands of high-definition cameras, connected to centralized high-tech command locations, throughout villages, mosques, and key intersections. Between 2016 and 2018, individual cities spent as much as $46 million on these surveillance systems, with one county installing facial recognition cameras in each of its nearly one thousand mosques.

b) Party Cadre “Work Teams”

In 2014, President Xi and other CCP leaders ordered the Xinjiang Production and Construction Corps (XPCC), or Bingtuan, a secretive paramilitary organization, to accelerate bringing Han settlers to Southern XUAR. The XPCC, XUAR’s primary colonial institution and largest producer of cotton, operates prisons, internment camps, and labor camps in the region, and answers directly to the CCP. The Government began deploying
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57 Ibid. at 51; Joanne Smith Finley, “‘Now We Don’t Talk Anymore’ Inside the ‘Cleansing’ of Xinjiang,” China File, https://www.chinafile.com/reporting-opinion/viewpoint/now-we-dont-talk-anymore.
hundreds of thousands of CCP cadres in “work teams” to visit residents in their homes to collect data, 60 as often as every day. 61 The work teams followed local manuals to perform these government homestays and looked for grounds for internment such as signs of religious observance. 62 The manuals specifically encourage the targeting and interrogation of children in the home, ensuring they receive education that minimizes their Uyghur identity, thereby undermining the authority of Uyghur parents and severing their relationships with their children. 63 In October 2016, a related mandatory program for cadres, 64 known as “Becoming Family,” 65 paired Han cadres with Uyghur families (primarily families of detainees) to promote “inter-ethnic mingling” and “ethnic harmony.” 66 These cadres are required to visit their “unsophisticated relatives,” at least every two months for five days at a time, 67 sometimes for years, 68 document their activities with the families, including involvement in the most intimate aspects of domestic, “peasant life,” 69 and “rectify” any “problems,” including uncleanness and religious beliefs. 70 It is reportedly common for cadres to sleep in the same bed, or sleeping platform, as members of Uyghur households. 71 According to a first-hand account, sexual abuse and rape of Uyghur women has also become commonplace under the program. 72 Moreover, XUAR County Governments coerce, incentivize, and actively promote Han-Uyghur marriages, a policy originating in a 2014 high-level CCP meeting with President

60 The dispatch of work teams to Uyghur homes is known in Chinese as fanghuiju (访惠聚), an acronym that stands for “Visit the People, Benefit the People, and Gather Together the Hearts of the People” (访民情、惠民生、聚民心 fang minqing, bianminsheng, juminxin).


65 The programme is called 结对认亲 (jiedui renqin) in Chinese, also translated as “finding a partner and becoming kin” or “Pair Up and Become Family” (‘‘Eradicating Ideological Viruses.’” Human Rights Watch, 9 Sept. 2018, https://www.hrw.org/report/2018/09/09/eradicating-ideological-viruses/chinas-campaign-repression-against-xinjiangs.) and “United as One Family” (Byler, supra note 61.)

66 Leibold, supra note 56.

67 China’s Uighurs Told to Share Beds, supra note 64.


69 Leibold, supra note 56, at 55; Xinjiang ‘Pair Up’ Campaign, supra note 68.


71 According to a CCP cadre overseeing a township in Kashgar prefecture, “it is now considered normal for females to sleep on the same platform with their paired male ‘relatives.’” Male Chinese ‘Relatives’ Assigned to Uyghur Homes Co-Sleep With Female ‘Hosts.’” Radio Free Asia, 31 Oct. 2019, https://www.rfa.org/english/news/uyghur/cosleeping-10312019160528.html; China’s Uyghurs Told to Share Beds, supra note 64. Visiting Officials Occupy Homes, supra note 70.

Regional authorities offer Han-Uyghur spouses an annual stipend following the registration of their marriage licenses, and advantages in education and career advancement. The authorities also coerce Uyghur women into marrying Han men under threat of internment or internment of family members.

c) Expansion of Police State Under Party Secretary Chen Quanguo

In 2016, Chen Quanguo was appointed Party Secretary of XUAR and First Political Commissar of the XPCC. In September 2016, he gave a speech outlining his policy agenda for the region. He ordered security officials to implement a proactive and systematic approach to combating the “three evil forces”—terrorism, extremism, and splittism. He immediately launched an unprecedented expansion of security forces in the region, advertising 100,680 security-related positions in his first year, a 13-fold increase from the average number for the six years prior. He divided the region into communities of a few thousand overseen by officials charged with enforcing “social stability.” He established thousands of “convenience police stations” in towns, villages, and major intersections across the region, located every 300 to 500 meters in urban centers—a strategy taken from his time as Party Secretary of the Tibetan Autonomous Region in 2011. He ramped up the system of mass surveillance and tracking of Uyghurs in the region by collecting biodata through mandatory medical examinations. High-level authorities reportedly issued directives to meet internment quotas for nearly half the residents in largely Uyghur areas with officials failing to satisfy these quotas facing internment themselves. Chen purged and made examples of officials who fell out of line, including a southern county leader, Wang Yongzhi, who was imprisoned for releasing detained Uyghurs.

---


76 Ibid. See also China’s Uighurs Told to Share Beds, supra note 64.


78 Leibold and Zenz, supra note 77, at 334.

79 Shepherd and Pitel, supra note 63.


81 Millward and Peterson supra note 59, at 5.


83 Absolutely No Mercy, supra note 58.
confession and a detailed report were distributed across XUAR as a warning to officials, thousands of whom were punished for similar conduct.84

d) Collection of Biometric Data and Digitized Policing

In 2016, the Public Security Bureau began systematically gathering biometric data from XUAR residents, including face-scans, retinal scans, voiceprints, gait print, fingerprints, DNA, and blood type,85 to be fed into a policing system known as the Integrated Joint Operations Platform (IJOP). From 2016 to 2017, the Government already collected biometric data on 36 million occasions in XUAR, which then had a population of approximately 24.5 million86 (i.e., an incidence of data collection amounting to 150 percent of the population, in effect assuring total collection).

IJOP is the main big data system that registers the personal information of XUAR residents from video cameras, wifi networks, security checkpoints, smartphone checks, and other personal records, and uses algorithms to generate lists of “suspects” for detention.87 Police and other officials are required to communicate with the IJOP system through a mobile app.88 In a seven-day period in June 2017, security officials sent 15,683 residents of Kashgar, Hotan, Kizilsu, and Aksu prefectures to internment camps, arrested 706 residents and placed 2,096 under “preventive surveillance”—all solely based on identification by the IJOP.89

In June 2017, the XUAR “Party Committee Command for Cracking Down and Assaulting on the Front Lines,” under the command of Zhu Hailun, then XUAR Deputy Secretary and top security official, quickly dispatched across the region a set of documents or bulletins on how to work in tandem with IJOP and local forces to target the Uyghur population.90 The documents cite IJOP-collected data singling out nearly two million Uyghur users of a software app designed for Muslim communities and ordering localities to investigate them “one by one,” including thousands of “unauthorized imams,” and “crack down” accordingly.91 The documents detail the duties of officials to rely on IJOP data and update

---

84 Ibid.
85 Leibold supra note 56, at 51; Millward & Peterson supra note 59, at 5.
the system with missing data and lists of individuals to strengthen “the five senses system ... to prevent problems before they happen.”92 All cities and prefectures are warned to be vigilant for those missing identities as “risks within risks, hidden dangers in hidden dangers,”93 demonstrating how far-reaching and encompassing the mass internment drive has been and remains.

3. Persecution and Mass Extrajudicial Internment Enshrined in Law

In October 2016, local police departments began implementing regulations to confiscate passports of XUAR residents.94 The XUAR Justice Department ordered the construction of detention centers or internment camps, euphemistically called “concentrated transformation-through-education” centers.95 Following the implementation of the new overbroad Counterterrorism Law in 2016,96 the People’s Congress of XUAR adopted new “de-extremification” regulations in April and May 2017, which criminalized virtually all Islamic matters, including the distribution of religious advice or material, the use of specific names, “irregular” beards, and certain types of clothing, and called for the eradication of these practices in all areas of life.97 Article 14 of these regulations orders the establishment of “educational transformation” involving “behavioural corrections” among other vague forms of “training,” officially sanctioning the construction and repression of the vast network of internment camps.98

There is a distinction between internment camps and pre-existing prisons that are part of the formal criminal justice system.99 However, according to officials, the internment camps often serve as gateways to the formal prison system.100 Authorities have targeted Uyghurs for detention in both systems. In 2018, XUAR authorities began building a vast and more permanent infrastructure of detention compounds, including new facilities designed to be cavernous to prevent natural light and surrounded by concrete walls,
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93 Ibid.
98 Roberts, supra note 34, at 211.
99 Though the CCP and eyewitnesses use various terms to describe the camps, this report considers these two general categories of detention sites.
guard towers, and heavy barbed wire. Researchers have verified over 380 detention sites across XUAR that were either newly built or significantly expanded since 2017. Of these camps, 273 are highly fortified with high barbed-wire fencing, perimeter walls and watchtowers, and capacities of up to 30,000 internees, without accounting for overcrowding. Experts in prison design estimate the outer limit of the detention site in the small town of Dabancheng to be 130,000. Sixty-one detention sites have been newly constructed or expanded since July 2019, the majority of which are higher security, including at least 14 sites still under construction. One study, based on Government documents, estimates that XUAR has between 1,300 and 1,400 extrajudicial internment facilities, excluding prisons.

In 2018, CCP cadres were ordered to “detain those who should be detained to the greatest extent possible.” Local authorities were further ordered to ensure that at least one member of every household received “vocational education,” a euphemism for extrajudicial confinement, for at least one to three months. In early 2018, XUAR’s agriculture department reportedly issued the following statement: “All that's left in some homes are the elderly, weak women and children.” In addition to mass internment, the number of formal prosecutions and convictions skyrocketed in 2017 and 2018 as 350,000 people were prosecuted in XUAR courts. In contrast, less than 30,000 people were prosecuted annually in prior years. The estimates of detainees in the newly constructed or expanded camps range from 1 to 2 million, a number which generally omits those formally sentenced under the broader mass internment drive.

---
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Two leaked Government documents, known as the Aksu and Karakax Lists, provide the most granular and comprehensive accounts of the mechanics behind the endless cycles of detention and forced labor in XUAR. The lists contain the personal details of thousands of Uyghurs, including whether a person engages in prayer, attends mosque, fasts, or engages in other basic religious practices. The leading grounds for detention include vague, catch-all categories like being young, as in “born after 1980s,” being generally untrustworthy, “generally acting suspiciously,” “having complex social ties,” “having improper [sexual] relations,” or “birth policy violations.” Continued internment verdicts are frequently issued, extending detentions for arbitrary reasons like the religious practices of one's children or even for allegedly “holding a grudge” because relatives have been tortured in the camps.

While the Government claims the new compounds are designed for “vocational education,” satellite imagery and analysis, government documents, and first-hand accounts clearly demonstrate that they are managed as prisons with varying levels of security. The camp management bureaus are headed by officials with experience running prisons to ensure “absolute security” in the facilities. Government documents refer to trainees and detainees interchangeably, and often explicitly as “detained trainees,” or “persons detained in re-education.” According to Government documents, all camps must be designed to prevent any escape, in addition to four other “preventative measures,” which are “demanded by [XUAR Party Secretary] Chen Quanguo.”

According to Government documents from as early as 2017 and 2018, including procurement requests related to the camps, local governments obtained lists of weapons and prison supplies to maintain strict control over detainees. The lists included: electric cattle prods, electric batons, Tasers, spiked clubs known as “wolf’s teeth,” spears, stun guns, net guns, tear gas, pepper spray, police uniforms, and handcuffs. Upon admission to the camps, detainees are reportedly subjected to full-body examinations, including genitals, and transferred in shackles with sacks over their heads.
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113 Named after areas where Uyghurs constitute 80 percent and more than 90 percent of the population, respectively. “China: Big Data Program Targets Xinjiang’s Muslims.” Human Rights Watch, 9 Dec. 2020, www.hrw.org/news/2020/12/09/china-big-data-program-targets-xinjiangs-muslims; Zenz, supra note 42; see also Shepherd and Pitel, supra note 63.
115 In one case, to the point of paralysis, Zenz, supra note 42.
116 Dooley, supra note 107.
117 Ibid.
118 收押培训人员shouya peixun renyuan or 收押受教人员shouya shoujiao renyuan. Zenz, supra note 95.
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120 Ibid.
121 As an example, in Hotan prefecture, the government department in charge of these facilities purchased 2,768 police batons, 550 electric cattle prods, 1,367 pairs of handcuffs, and 2,792 cans of pepper spray. Dooley, supra note 107.
122 Ibid.
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heads to the camps where they are forced to undress in front of guards and have their heads shaved.\textsuperscript{124} Those detainees tasked with “teaching” duties are reportedly forced to sign documents stipulating that failure to obey the rules will result in punishment.\textsuperscript{125} Guards monitor detainees’ every move through cameras covering the entirety of each cell and punish the slightest deviation from the military-style drills and indoctrination.\textsuperscript{126}

4. Forced Uyghur Labor

The Government has also established a system of institutionalized long-term forced Uyghur labor within and outside the internment camps.\textsuperscript{127} Uyghur detainees are systematically transferred to cotton fields and factories adjacent to the camps or located hundreds of kilometers away in XUAR or in Eastern China.\textsuperscript{128} These forced labor programs can also be connected to internment, as satellite imagery has identified masses of people wearing identical uniforms transferred between the two sites.\textsuperscript{129} Forced labor factories have been verified on at least 135 of the XUAR detention sites.\textsuperscript{130} The construction of factories in XUAR parallels the rapid expansion of internment camps. An investigative report identified more than 21 million square feet of factory facilities within camp compounds as of December 2020.\textsuperscript{131} In 2018, the Government further transferred more than half a million persons from three Uyghur regions through the Government’s coercive labor schemes into cotton-picking operations.\textsuperscript{132} According to a 2019 local government work report: “For every batch [of workers] that is trained, a batch of employment will be arranged and a batch will be transferred. Those employed need to receive thorough ideological education and remain in their jobs.”\textsuperscript{133} The Karakax List corroborates the system of “releasing” detainees into forced labor.\textsuperscript{134} In the “final entries” section of the Karakax List, the term used to describe when a detainee is “employed” is the same term

\begin{enumerate}
\item[\textsuperscript{124}] Victims #46, 1540, 2947, 3101, 3456.
\item[\textsuperscript{126}] Victims # 120, 124, 300, 1723, 2110, 3101, 3418, 3623, 4981, 5524, 6507, 6817, and 7075.
\item[\textsuperscript{127}] The International Labour Organization’s Forced Labour Convention, 1930 (No. 29), defines forced or compulsory labour as “all work or service which is exacted from any person under the menace of any penalty and for which the said person has not offered himself voluntarily,” https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/?p=NORMLEXPUB:12100::NO:12100:P12100 ILO_CODE:C029:NO
\item[\textsuperscript{129}] Sudworth, supra note 46.
\item[\textsuperscript{131}] Ibid.
\item[\textsuperscript{133}] Ibid.
\item[\textsuperscript{134}] Zenz, supra note 42, FN 100-107.
\end{enumerate}
used extensively in forced labor schemes implemented by XUAR authorities since mid-2018.\textsuperscript{135}

### IV. Underlying Acts

#### \textbf{a) Killing Members of the Group}

Large numbers of Uyghur detainees have died or been killed under police or camp custody,\textsuperscript{136} and people who report such deaths can receive lengthy sentences.\textsuperscript{137} There is at least one confirmed report of mass deaths within an internment camp,\textsuperscript{138} and newly built crematoria in the region indicate that authorities may be concealing the overall number of deaths and torture within the camps.\textsuperscript{139} Elderly and prominent Uyghur religious figures, or detainees who succumb to the military-style routines, are particularly vulnerable to death or disappearance in detention,\textsuperscript{140} with a number of religious scholars dying shortly after taken into custody.\textsuperscript{141} The elderly also tend to be more susceptible than younger detainees to torture for failing to learn Chinese or requesting to use the toilet outside of designated times, while prominent Uyghurs have been selectively
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\textsuperscript{135} \textit{jiangjiuye}, \textit{Ideological Transformation}, supra note 114.

\textsuperscript{136} For a list of documented deaths within the camps, see \textit{Xinjiang Victims Database}, https://shahit.biz/eng/#lists; Victim \# 124 (“So many people died from the beatings and torture”); Byler, supra note 45 (“These innocent people are still there [in the camps] without committing any crime ... Some of them are dying, some of them are being sentenced to 20 years in prison.”); another former Uyghur detainee (Victim \# 2110) testified to the deaths of nine women in one cell alone, while another Uyghur detainee testified to three detainee deaths, including one death after three days in the camp (Victim \# 6507); \textit{see also} Joanne Smith Finley, “Why Scholars and Activists Increasingly Fear a Uyghur Genocide in Xinjiang”, \textit{Journal of Genocide Research}, available at https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/14623528.2020.1848109; “I Wish I Could Wipe my Heart And Mind Clean’: Uyghur Former Camp Instructor.” \textit{Radio Free Asia}, 5 Oct. 2020, https://www.rfa.org/english/news/uyghur/instructor-10052020130813.html; A former so-called “teacher” detainee testified that the numbers in her classes decreased daily with two detainees dying within her first 3 weeks—one mysteriously disappeared and allegedly died of a “brain hemorrhage;” the other died of an untreated infection, Ingram, Ruth. “Confessions of a Xinjiang Camp Teacher.” \textit{The Diplomat}, 17 Aug. 2020, https://thediplomat.com/2020/08/confessions-of-a-xinjiang-camp-teacher/.

\textsuperscript{137} At 70 years old, Victim \#167 was forcibly disappeared and then sentenced to 20 years for reporting the death by torture of a camp victim, Victim \# 164.


\textsuperscript{140} \textit{See Our Souls are Dead}, supra note 43 (“Sometimes, one or another of us would faint. If she didn’t come round, a guard would yank her to her feet and slap her awake. If she collapsed again, he would drag her out of the room, and we’d never see her again. Ever.”) According to a first-hand account, elderly detainees as old as 80 years of age were the main targets of torture and inhumane treatment within the detention center, where Imams are never released from handcuffs and shackles, and could be sentenced to more than 20 years, Victim \# 67.

targeted in the mass detention drive, both in scope and scale of punishment, generally receiving 15 years to life in prison or being sentenced to death.\textsuperscript{142}

b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group\textsuperscript{143}

Uyghur detainees within the detention sites are systematically tortured, subjected to sexual violence, including rape, and cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment or punishment, deprived of their basic human needs, and severely humiliated.

i) Physical Torture

According to eyewitnesses, detainees can be tortured for failing to comply with strict military-style orders and rules or for simple everyday behavior, including speaking or whispering with each other, turning off the bright cell lights that remain permanently lit, or even smiling, crying, yawning, closing their eyes, eating too slowly, or exceeding the minimal time allotted for bathroom breaks. Former detainees have testified to designated “interrogation rooms” within the camps and detention centers, where there are no cameras and consistent brutal methods of torture are inflicted,\textsuperscript{144} sometimes lasting 24 hours and causing loss of consciousness.\textsuperscript{145} Common forms of torture in the camps include: forcing detainees to sit on small stools, shackling them to “tiger chairs,” beds, walls, ceilings, or heavy fetters, or subjecting them to solitary confinement and food deprivation for prolonged periods of time.\textsuperscript{146} Detainees are also subjected to whippings and constant beatings by metal and electric prods or bare cords.\textsuperscript{147}

\textsuperscript{142} Victim # 4616; “Xinjiang Authorities Sentence Uyghur Philanthropist to Death For Unsanctioned Hajj.” \textit{Radio Free Asia}, 21 Nov. 2018, https://www.rfa.org/english/news/uyghur/philanthropist-11212018131511.html; “Prominent Uyghur Intellectual Given Two-Year Suspended Death Sentence For ‘Separatism.’” \textit{Radio Free Asia}, 28 Sept. 2018, https://www.rfa.org/english/news/uyghur/sentence-09282018145150.html. The fact that prominent Uyghurs are selectively targeted for harsher treatment supports a finding of “intent to destroy, in whole or in part, [the] group, as such” under Article II of the Genocide Convention. \textit{Prosecutor v. Krstic}, Case No. ICTY-IT-98-33, Judgment, at para. 12, (“In addition to the numeric size of the targeted portion, its prominence within the group can be a useful consideration. If a specific part of the group is emblematic of the overall group, or is essential to its survival, that may support a finding that the part qualifies as substantial within the meaning of Article [II]”); Shepherd, \textit{supra} note 77.

\textsuperscript{143} Bodily or mental harm under Article II (b) is taken to “mean acts of torture, be they bodily or mental, inhumane or degrading treatment, persecution,” \textit{Akayesu, supra} note 28, at para. 504; see also \textit{Prosecutor v. Kayishema and Ruzindana}, Case No. ICTR-95-1-A, Trial Judgment, May 21, 1999, at para. 109. More specifically, such serious bodily or mental harm can be inflicted on members of the group by “enslavement, starvation, deportation and persecution … detention in … transit camps and concentration camps in conditions which were designed to cause their degradation, deprivation of their rights as human beings, and to suppress them and cause them inhumane suffering and torture,” \textit{The International Law Reports}, Vol. 36, 1968, p. 238, para. 199.

\textsuperscript{144} Victims # 1540, 2110, and 3456; Shih, Gerry. “China’s Mass Indoctrination Camps Evoke Cultural Revolution.” \textit{Associated Press}, 17 May 2018, https://apnews.com/6e151296fb194f85ba69a8babd972e4b.

\textsuperscript{145} Steve Chao, “Exposed: China’s Surveillance of Muslim Uighurs,” \textit{Al Jazeera}, 1 Feb. 2019, https://www.aljazeera.com/features/2019/2/1/exposed-chinas-surveillance-of-muslim-uighurs; Victim # 1725 (fell unconscious after officials forced him into a hole in the yard during the winter and poured cold water on him); see \textsuperscript{36} Victim # 2110 on repeated episodes of seizures and loss of consciousness arising from interment and forced ingestion of unknown pills.

\textsuperscript{146} Victims # 65, 277, 2110, 3623 (testified to being chained in a crouching position with a meter of chain attaching the upper arm and ankle for five consecutive months), 5279 and 6816. Shih, \textit{supra} note 144. Shepherd, \textit{supra} note 77.

\textsuperscript{147} Victims # 124, 453, 1723, 3418, 5282, 5419 and 7774. A former detainee testified to a loss of hearing and “scars on her body from the constant [heavy] beatings,” \textit{Victim} # 2110; Chao, \textit{supra} note 145.
Eyewitnesses have testified to seeing blood covering the floors and walls, and watching detainees emerge from the interrogation rooms, some without fingernails.¹⁴⁸ Other eyewitnesses have reported being forced to ingest blackout-causing drugs, confined to nail-covered or electrified chairs, subjected to complete strip searches, or hung on walls and beaten with electrified truncheons.¹⁴⁹

ii) Sexual Violence

Former detainees have testified to systematic mass rape and other sexual abuse in the detention facilities.¹⁵⁰ There are also accounts of gang rapes perpetrated by security officials, including references to masked men, the use of an electrified stick,¹⁵¹ “bite[s] all over your body,”¹⁵² and a designated table (where there are reportedly no cameras) for “doing things.”¹⁵³ Other accounts testify to witnessing police take young girls into a closed room to “take turns with them,” with some never to return.¹⁵⁴ Others have described female detainees forced to routinely undress, squat in the nude, and smear ground chili pepper paste on their genitals in the shower while filmed.¹⁵⁵ During the height of China’s COVID-19 outbreak, detainees were reportedly forced to strip naked on a weekly basis as guards hosed them down with “scalding” and corrosive disinfectant.¹⁵⁶ Outside of the camps, Uyghur women are similarly subjected to systematic forms of sexual violence, causing serious bodily and mental harm. Uyghur women, both detained

¹⁴⁸ Victim # 3456. Eyewitness further testified to being beaten and deprived of food for two days merely for the embrace of a fellow detainee. See also Chao, supra note 145.
¹⁴⁹ Victims # 3456, 2110, and 7774.
¹⁵¹ Their Goal is to Destroy Everyone, supra note 150 (“They had an electric stick, I didn't know what it was, and it was pushed inside my genital tract, torturing me with an electric shock.”)
¹⁵² “China’s Uighur camp detainees allege systematic rape,” BBC News, YouTube, 3 Feb. 2021, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e6bPGH10OCs, at 1:00-1:34, “they didn't spare any part of my body, biting it to the extent that it was disgusting to look at. They didn’t just rape. They were barbaric. They had bitten all over my body.”
¹⁵³ Their Goal is to Destroy Everyone, supra note 150; Abortions, IUDs and Sexual Humiliation, supra note 150; Stavrou, supra note 125; Victim # 3256. One former camp employee was informed that gang rapes occurred daily, “sometimes with electric batons inserted into the vagina and anus,” Ingram, supra note 136; Azat, Erkin. “A Letter from A Prison Guard in the Newly Built Concentration Camp in Dawanching.” Medium, 17 May 2019, https://erkinasat2018.medium.com/a-letter-from-a-prison-guard-in-the-newly-built-concentration-camp-in-dawanching-aa06050fbf9b; See also Victim #453.
¹⁵⁴ I Wish I Could Wipe my Heart And Mind Clean, supra note 136; Victim # 3418.
¹⁵⁵ Westcott et al., supra 52; Abortions, IUDs and Sexual Humiliation, supra note 150. Victim #453, a male detainee, testified to having been forced to strip, drenched in water and beaten during an interrogation. Inside Xinjiang’s Prison State, supra note 139.
and outside the camps, are subjected to sexual violence through coercive birth prevention procedures, including forced sterilization, IUD placements, abortions, and unknown injections or medication stopping menstrual cycles, as documented further under the sections below covering Article II(d) and the “Special Campaign to Control Birth Control Violations” on the systematic campaign to prevent Uyghur births.

### iii) Psychological Torture

In addition to the well-documented serious bodily harm inflicted on Uyghurs, the mental harm suffered is so severe as to drive some to commit suicide, including from the threat of internment. Detainees are subjected to repeated daily routines of indoctrination, forced to watch CCP propaganda, chant Party slogans, set prayer mats on fire or eat pork, and are further punished by way of constant mock executions or solitary confinement.

According to Government bureau documentation and eyewitness accounts, Uyghur detainees are routinely forced to write and present “self-criticisms,” and apologize for or deny aspects of their identity and pasts, including religious history and practices, in front of groups of detainees. Detainees also must endure the constant sounds of screaming “from morning until evening” from elsewhere in the facilities, including the “interrogation rooms.”

One detainee reached a breaking point after three months, causing him to run headfirst into a wall and fall unconscious in an attempted suicide. Suicides have become so

---

157 For a list of documented suicides related to internment, see the Xinjiang Victims Database, https://shahit.biz/eng/#lists.
159 Victims # 46, 3101, 3623, 4981 and 7075. According to the description of one former Uyghur detainee, “A hundred times over I thought, when the footfalls of guards woke us in the night, that our time had come to be executed. When a hand viciously pushed clippers across my skull, and other hands snatched away the tufts of hair that fell on my shoulders, I shut my eyes, blurred with tears, thinking my end was near, that I was being readied for the scaffold, the electric chair, drowning. Death lurked in every corner. When the nurses grabbed my arm to ‘vaccinate’ me, I thought they were sterilising us. In reality, they were sterilising us. That was when I understood the method of the camps, the strategy being implemented: not to kill us in cold blood, but to make us slowly disappear. So slowly that no one would notice.” Our Souls are Dead, supra note 43. Former detainee testified to suffering in a basement cage without enough room to lie down for nearly a week (Victim # 277). Victim #453 testified to similar solitary confinement in a squalid cell in which it was too small to lie down. Inside Xinjiang’s Prison State, supra note 139.
160 Shih, supra note 144; Dooley, supra note 107.
162 Victims #27 and 1725; see also Shih, supra note 144; see further testimony on the extreme nature of torture in the designated interrogation rooms: “I thought that I would rather die than go through this torture and begged them to kill
pervasive that detainees must wear “suicide safe” uniforms and are denied access to materials susceptible to causing self-harm.\(^\text{163}\) Another detainee reported that, after approximately a year in the camp, she could barely remember her family, feeling as though she had been born there.\(^\text{164}\) Many former detainees report suffering from similar memory loss, insomnia, and suicidal thoughts upon release,\(^\text{165}\) which are also rampant among Uyghur exiles.\(^\text{166}\)

\[\text{c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part}\(^\text{167}\)

Specific examples of the methods of destruction under Article II(c) have been adjudicated to include the “deprivation of food, medical care, shelter or clothing, as well as lack of hygiene, systematic expulsion from homes, or exhaustion as a result of excessive work or physical exertion.”\(^\text{168}\)

Uyghurs have been expelled from their homes and sent to internment camps en masse, where they are deprived of adequate food, clothing, medical care, and shelter, and often only then “released” directly into forced labor schemes. Sleep deprivation, starvation, and unsanitary, dangerous, and overcrowded conditions are commonly reported in the camps. According to eyewitness accounts, detainees are held in overcrowded cells that generally contain one shared plastic bucket or open toilet to which detainees are confined to strict one to three-minute bathroom breaks under surveillance cameras.\(^\text{169}\) Detainees are often denied food for failing to comply perfectly with the rules or deliberately given spoiled food for speaking Uyghur or failing to speak Chinese.\(^\text{170}\) As a result, detainees generally experience extreme weight loss within the camps.\(^\text{171}\) Detainees are either denied showers altogether,\(^\text{172}\) or only permitted showers on a weekly, monthly, or bimonthly basis, without privacy.\(^\text{173}\) Former detainees consistently testify to sleeping in two-hour shifts on the floor, on their sides or in shared beds. Witnesses also commonly describe detainees sitting on plastic chairs for 12-14 hours straight or with their hands


Former detainees consistently testify to forgetting their relatives. One former Uyghur detainee describes the camp indoctrination as designed to erase “memories and thoughts that bind us to life.” Our Souls are Dead, supra note 43.


\[\text{Article II (c) “should be construed as the methods of destruction by which the perpetrator does not immediately kill the members of the group, but which, ultimately, seek their physical destruction,” Akayesu supra note 28, at para. 505.\] Croatia v. Serbia, ICJ Judgment of 3 February 2015, at 161; see also Akayesu supra note 28, para. 506.

\[\text{Victims # 3623 and 2209.}\]

\[\text{Victims # 120, 124, and 1723.}\]

\[\text{Victims # 1358 and 1577.}\]
and feet shackled at all times, save for writing exercises, but including during sleep. In the summer of 2020, during a COVID-19 outbreak, authorities subjected XUAR to harsher lockdown measures than elsewhere in China, and even forced residents to ingest medicine in unmarked bottles or face detention.

The authorities are targeting Uyghurs of childbearing years, household heads, and community leaders for detention in unliveable conditions, while simultaneously imposing systematic birth-prevention measures on Uyghur women (as described in the next section) and increasingly transferring Uyghurs into forced labor schemes. In sum, the Chinese Government has deliberately created the “circumstances that would lead to a slow death.”

d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group

There is significant public evidence, based on government statistics and corroborating testimony, demonstrating that China is engaged in a deliberate and systematic program of preventing Uyghur births in tandem with the mass internment drive. In 2017, the Government waged a “Special Campaign to Control Birth Control Violations” in XUAR, particularly in Uyghur-dominant areas.

i) Forced Sterilization

Government documents from 2019 demonstrate plans for a campaign of mass female sterilization in rural Uyghur regions, targeting 14 and 34 percent of all married women of childbearing age in two Uyghur counties in that year alone, with funding for these XUAR programs increasing. These numbers correspond with a sample of Uyghur women exiles who were examined in Turkey: approximately 25 percent were found to have been sterilized, many of whom were unaware they underwent the procedure beforehand. Between 2017 and 2018, in one XUAR district, the percentage of women who were infertile increased by 124 percent. In 2018 and 2019, “Zero birth control violation incidents” became a standard target in minority regions, implemented by government

---

174 Victims # 124, 300, 1723, 1725, 2209, 2947.
175 In China’s Xinjiang, Forced Medication Accompanies Lockdown, supra note 156.
178 The measures under Article II (d) include “sexual mutilation, the practice of sterilization, forced birth control, separation of the sexes, and prohibition of marriages.” Moreover, in patriarchal societies, these measures also include acts intended to ensure that women “give birth to a child who will consequently not belong to its mother’s group.” These measures are not limited to physical acts either: “[M]embers of a group can be led, through threats or trauma, not to procreate.” Akayesu, supra note 28, paras. 507-508.
180 Ibid. at 2.
181 Since 2013, an Uyghur doctor in Turkey examined 300 exiled Uyghur women from XUAR, nearly all of whom were subjected to some form of birth control and about 80 had been sterilized. Westcott, et al. supra note 52.
units on all levels, and with enough State funding in 2019 and 2020 to carry out hundreds of thousands of tubal ligation sterilization procedures.\(^\text{182}\)

**ii) Intrauterine Device Placements**

In 2018, Xinjiang had the highest net IUD placements of any region in China (calculated as placements minus removals), despite comprising 1.8 percent of China’s population.\(^\text{183}\) XUAR family planning departments reportedly summon Uyghur women for mandatory gynecological examinations, where they can be forcibly fitted with IUDs.\(^\text{184}\) The IUDs procured by XUAR’s Health Commission are designed so that they can only be removed by State-approved surgeries, where unauthorized procedures result in prison terms and fines.\(^\text{185}\) By 2019, XUAR planned to subject at least 80 percent of women of childbearing age in Southern XUAR to sterilizations or IUD placements.\(^\text{186}\)

**iii) Birth Prevention Measures in Detention**

The forced birth prevention campaign within the internment camps is also corroborated in detail by a number of former female detainees\(^\text{187}\) who have testified to being forcibly fitted with IUDs upon detention, a procedure that is reportedly required for all women at the camps,\(^\text{188}\) or, if pregnant, undergoing an abortion.\(^\text{189}\) Eyewitness accounts testify to the regular administration of blood tests, unknown injections, and testified to being repeatedly kicked in their lower stomach during interrogations.\(^\text{191}\)

**iv) Mass Internment Intended to Halt Uyghur Births**

The mass internment drive is part and parcel of the overall birth prevention campaign. According to the Karakax List, by far the two most cited reasons for detention or internment are (1) “birth policy violations” and (2) “unsafe post 80s, 90s, or 00s person”

---

\(^\text{182}\) In addition, XUAR’s Health Commission offers reward money to incentivize “voluntary” sterilizations and IUD placements, budgeting 750.4 and 733.9 million RMB for birth prevention rewards in 2019 and 2020. Zenz, supra note 179, at 2, 12, 18-19.

\(^\text{183}\) China Statistical Yearbook of Health and Hygiene (2019), available at https://web.archive.org/web/20210527122258/http://heqishi.com/material/2019%E5%B9%B4%E4%B8%AD%E5%9B%BD%E5%8D%AB%E7%94%9F%E5%81%A5%E5%BA%B7%E7%BB%9F%E8%AE%A1%E5%B9%B4%E9%89%B4.pdf.

\(^\text{184}\) As one former detainee described the violent and humiliating procedure: “I was made to lie down and spread my legs, and the device was inserted. It was terribly violent. I was crying, I felt humiliated, sexually and mentally assaulted,” Ingram, supra note 136.

\(^\text{185}\) Zenz, supra note 179, at 14; Ingram, supra note 72.

\(^\text{186}\) Zenz, supra note 179, at 12.

\(^\text{187}\) Male detainees have also testified to suffering from impotence due to detention, Victims # 65 and 4981.

\(^\text{188}\) Abortions, IUDs and Sexual Humiliation, supra, note 150. Victim # 3418.

\(^\text{189}\) Victim # 1723 (“As for the pill they received, I think it was a birth control pill. They didn’t want any births. If you were pregnant when you came to the camp, they performed an abortion. If you refused, they took you to a stricter place, one without visits with relatives.”)

\(^\text{190}\) Their Goal is to Destroy Everyone, supra, note 150; “China Cuts Uighur Births with IUDs, Abortion, Sterilization.” Associated Press, 29 June 2020, https://apnews.com/article/269b3de1af34e17c1941a514f78d764c.
(referencing years of birth). This second most cited reason demonstrates that persons of childbearing age, between approximately 18 and 40 years of age, are targeted for detention. These two principal reasons for internment suggest that the Government’s birth prevention campaign in the region is a key driver behind the camps and vice versa.

v) Impact of Birth Prevention Measures

Between 2015 and 2018, the growth rates in the two largest Uyghur prefectures decreased by 84 percent. In 2019, only about 3 percent of married women of childbearing age in Kashgar and Hotan gave birth. One prefecture (Kizilsu) set a target 1.05 percent birth rate for 2020, where its natural growth rate just two years prior was 19.66 percent. The latest annual reports from some of these regions have begun omitting birth rate information altogether to conceal the scale of destruction. In September 2020, the XUAR Government sent a letter to the news agency CNN attributing a dramatic drop in the region’s birth rate from 15.88 per 1,000 people in 2017 to 10.69 per 1,000 people in 2018 to “the comprehensive implementation of the family planning policy.” The letter added: “In 2018, the number of newborns decreased by approximately 120,000 compared with 2017, of which about 80,000 were because of better implementation of family planning policy in accordance with law, according to estimates by the health and statistics department.” The XUAR Government did not dispute the rise in sterilizations or the alarming gap between XUAR and the rest of China in the ratio of new IUDs. Chinese researchers also have not disputed that the Government aims to decrease Uyghur population growth.

The dual strategy of imposing systematic birth prevention measures on Uyghur women and interning Uyghur men and women of childbearing age en masse constitute measures intended to prevent Uyghur births.

---

192 Ideological Transformation, supra note 114, at 9.
194 This data is derived from official statistical yearbooks; see Zenz, supra note 179.
195 Ibid. at 19.
196 Ibid. at 9.
198 Ibid.
e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group

In early 2017, pursuant to a new policy, the Chinese Government began building a vast network of massive \(^{200}\) State-run, highly securitized “child welfare guidance centers,” \(^{201}\) boarding schools, or de facto orphanages to confine Uyghur children full-time, including infants. These orphanages are reportedly characterized by overcrowding and inhumane conditions, \(^{202}\) and are located as far as hundreds of miles from the children’s homes. \(^{203}\) A number of XUAR counties received specific quotas from higher authorities to institutionalize such “orphans,” \(^{204}\) who have often lost both parents to the internment camps or forced labor schemes. One county in Kashgar built 18 new orphanages in 2017 alone. \(^{205}\) A Ministry of Education planning document reveals that between 2017 and 2019, the number of children separated from their families and placed into state-run boarding schools in the region increased by 76.9 percent, from 497,800 to 880,500. \(^{206}\) The CCP set a 2020 goal of running one to two such boarding schools in each of XUAR’s over 800 townships. \(^{207}\) Government documents indicate that the proliferation of these State-run institutions is specifically intended for children of parents detained in internment camps or forced labour schemes. \(^{208}\) The stated purposes behind these “child welfare” facilities, where children “eat and live,” are to “liberate” and “free” minority parents to engage in “carefree study,” \(^{209}\) or full-time labor. \(^{210}\) Under State custody, Uyghur children are being raised in Chinese-language environments with standard Han child-rearing methods adopted by the State. \(^{211}\) The State is thus forcibly transferring Uyghur children (including infants) to State-run Han group settings.

---

\(^{200}\) For example, in 2018, a rural county (Yumin) with a population of 50,000 built a 3,000 square-meter centre, see Feng, Emily. “Uighur Children Fall Victim to China Anti-Terror Drive.” *Financial Times*, 10 July 2018, https://www.ft.com/content/fbd3223a-7f4d-11e8-be55-50daf11b720d.


\(^{204}\) *Xinjiang Children Separated from Families*, *supra* note 201.

\(^{205}\) Feng, *supra* note 200.


\(^{207}\) *Ibid.*

\(^{208}\) Zenz, *supra* note 201.


\(^{210}\) Zenz, *supra* note 128; Roberts, *supra* note 34, at 233.

\(^{211}\) Roberts, *supra* note 34, at 232.
The systematic forcible separation of Uyghur children from their families, coupled with the widespread prevention of Uyghur births, threatens “the group’s capacity to renew itself, and hence to ensure its long-term survival” or existence (to use the language of the ICJ interpreting the Genocide Convention).

V. Intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such

The terms of the specific intent stipulated in the Genocide Convention comprises two principal elements: (1) intent to destroy and (2) in whole or in part [the protected group] as such.

1. Intent to Destroy

When assessing State responsibility under the Genocide Convention, the intent to destroy the protected group does not require an inquiry into subjective mental states, which the State (as defined in International Law) does not possess, nor does it require an explicit statement of intent. Rather, intent is measured by objective standards: official statements; State policy; a “general plan;” a pattern of conduct; repeated destructive acts; or a “strategically planned policy, manifested in actions which had a logical and coherent sequence.” Moreover, a State remains under the obligations of the Genocide Convention regardless of the stated motives, purposes, and context behind its destructive policies and campaigns. A security context is irrelevant to the question of breaches of the Genocide Convention, as its obligations apply in both a “time of peace” and a “time of war.” The ICJ has reaffirmed this principle in the case of The Gambia v. Myanmar, stating that context “does not stand in the way” of assessing a violation of the Convention. China’s official reasons and goals behind its policies and conduct targeting the Uyghurs in XUAR, offered to domestic and international audiences, including its “People’s War on Terror” and “preventive counter-terrorism and de-extremism work,”

213 For the definition of the State in International Law, see Article I of the Montevideo Convention on the Rights and Duties of States (1933), https://treaties.un.org/doc/Publication/UNTS/Volume%20165/v165.pdf.
214 *Bosnia v. Serbia*, supra note 13, at paras. 242 and 373.
215 “Guatemala: Memory of Silence,” *Commission for Historical Clarification*, Feb. 1999, para. 120, describing the acts of genocide as “obeying a higher, strategically planned policy.” See also para. 111, “Considering the series of criminal acts and human rights violations which occurred in the regions and periods indicated and which were analysed for the purpose of determining whether they constituted the crime of genocide, the CEH concludes that the reiteration of destructive acts, directed systematically against groups of the Mayan population, within which can be mentioned the elimination of leaders and criminal acts against minors who could not possibly have been military targets, demonstrates that the only common denominator for all the victims was the fact that they belonged to a specific ethnic group and makes it evident that these acts were committed ‘with intent to destroy, in whole or in part’ these groups.”
216 In the international criminal legal context, the motive or stated goal behind acts of genocide must be distinguished from the question of intent and have “no bearing on guilt,” *Prosecutor v. Stakić*, Case No. ICTY-IT-97-24-A, Appeal Judgment, para. 45, 22 Mar. 2006; see also *Prosecutor v. Kayishema and Ruzindana*, supra note 143, para. 161.
217 *Geneva Convention, Article I.*
219 This line (evidently intended as an excuse) was conveyed to a group of diplomats from more than 80 countries in 2019, “China Says ‘preventive’ Work in Xinjiang Detention Camps Should Be Applauded.” *The Guardian*, 24 Feb.
have no bearing on China’s obligations or corresponding responsibility for violations under the Genocide Convention. To conclude otherwise would render the Genocide Convention without effect or consequence in the event that the State would invoke some other – any other – “reason” no matter how spurious or specious. Such an interpretation, in effect permitting excuse, would also be manifestly contrary to the object and purpose of the Genocide Convention, be inconsistent with the principle of good faith, and cause offense vis-à-vis the reasonable expectations on the part of other States party for performance and reliability.

Destruction of the Group

As per the VCLT, the Genocide Convention must be interpreted “in accordance with the ordinary meaning to be given to the terms of the treaty in their context [including its preamble] and in light of its object and purpose.” The intent requirement must therefore be given its ordinary meaning in the context of, and in conjunction with, the enumerated acts of genocide and the treaty’s preamble. Under Article II, “genocide means any” of the enumerated acts with the requisite intent, where Article II (b), which includes causing “mental harm to members of the group” as a stand-alone act, and Article II (e) (“forcibly transferring children of the group to another group”) do not entail physical destruction. Moreover, the term “intent to destroy” is not qualified by any term connoting physical destruction. The “intent to destroy” the group is only qualified by the phrase “in whole or in part ... as such.” The preamble provides context for understanding what constitutes the group as such, including reference to UN General Assembly Resolution 96 (I), which defines the crime of genocide as a “denial of the right of existence of entire human groups.” It follows that the meaning of “intent to destroy” is directed at the group’s existence as such, including all of the elements which define the group’s existence. The intent requirement must also be read in light of the Convention’s purpose to prevent genocide and safeguard the existence of human groups before their physical destruction occurs. Based on the ordinary meaning of the terms of Article II in their context and in light of their object and purpose, the “intent to destroy [the protected group] ... as such” encompasses an intent to destroy the group to the point that the group no longer exists as a group and can no longer reconstitute itself as such.

---


220 VCLT, supra note 14, Art. 31.

221 The Crime of Genocide, supra note 17.

222 The preparatory work of the Convention confirms this meaning as demonstrated by one proposed amendment that sought to remove the term “mental” from Article II (b) if the true meaning of destruction were physical, Abtahi, Hirad and Philippa Webb, The Genocide Convention: The Travaux Préparatoires, Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 2008, at A/C.6/225, 1477, A/C.6/SR.81, regarding the inclusion of acts that “were not likely to lead to the physical destruction of the group.”

223 It may be noted that, according to international criminal jurisprudence, destruction of the group “is not necessarily the death of the group members. While killing large numbers of a group may be the most direct means of destroying a group, other acts or series of acts, can also lead to the destruction of the group. A group is comprised of its individuals, but also of its history, traditions, the relationship between its members, the relationship with other groups, the relationship with the land. The Trial Chamber finds that the physical or biological destruction of the group is the likely outcome of a forcible transfer of the population when this transfer is conducted in such a way that the group can no longer reconstitute itself – particularly when it involves the separation of its members. In such cases the Trial Chamber
The following sections lay out China’s explicit high-level orders, policies, destructive campaigns, and pattern of acts, which evince and demonstrate the intent to destroy the Uyghurs as a group as such.

A) High-Level Statements of Intent

**President Xi’s Offensive in XUAR**

In April 2014, President Xi gave a series of speeches launching the “struggle against terrorism, infiltration, and separatism,” singling out southern XUAR, where Uyghurs make up nearly 90 percent of the population, as its front line, and arguing that extremism has taken root across Uyghur society, requiring comprehensive digital surveillance and local informants. President Xi gave the following orders in the context of the offensive: “The weapons of the people’s democratic dictatorship must be wielded without any hesitation or wavering;” “show absolutely no mercy;” and “even after these people are released, their education and transformation must continue.” [emphasis added]

**Explicit Statements of Intent to Destroy**

The intent to destroy the Uyghurs as such, in whole or in part, does not depend on logical deduction nor inference. Rather, in some instances, the Government’s intent to destroy the Uyghurs as a group has been explicit. Camp guards have reportedly informed detainees that they are following the orders of a document from the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China mandating that the internment system remain in place “until the whole nation, Kazakhs, Uyghurs, and other Muslim nationalities, would disappear ... until all Muslim nationalities would be extinct.” In 2017, the Party Secretary for Yarkand County, where nearly all 900,000 residents are Uyghur, gave a speech at a rally in a public square as part of President Xi’s campaign in the region, urging party members to “wipe them out completely ... Destroy them root and branch.”

Moreover, the security chief of a township in Kashgar reported the following declaration by a Chinese official in discussing State policy behind the mass internment drive: “you can’t uproot all the weeds hidden among the crops in the field one by one—you need to...”

---

finds that the forcible transfer of individuals could lead to the material destruction of the group, since the group ceases to exist as a group, or at least as the group it was. The Trial Chamber emphasises that its reasoning and conclusion are not an argument for the recognition of cultural genocide, but rather an attempt to clarify the meaning of physical or biological destruction.” *Prosecutor v. Blagojević & Jokić*, Case No. IT-02-60-T, Judgment, 17 Jan. 2005, para. 665.

224 President Xi urged China to “make the public an important resource in protecting national security.” **Absolutely No Mercy**, supra note 58.

225 Ibid.

226 Victim # 1358. Byler, supra note 45 (“They used to tell us that we would never get out and that we would be sentenced, sentenced to five to 30 years in prison. They said that they would keep us there until our views changed, and if our views failed to change, they would always keep us there. They said they would keep us there up to 50 years, until the whole nation, Kazakhs, Uyghurs, and other Muslim nationalities, would disappear. They said there was a document sent from above, from the administrative center, and that they were acting based on that document. They said no one can change the document since it was sent from the Central Committee. They said that the current system would not change until all Muslim nationalities would be extinct.”)

227 *Absolutely No Mercy*, supra note 58.
spray chemicals to *kill them all* ... re-educating these people is like spraying chemicals on the crops”228 [emphasis added].

**“Round Up Everyone”**

XUAR Party Secretary Chen Quanguo distributed Xi’s speeches, told thousands of police officers and soldiers to prepare for a “smashing, obliterating offensive,” and gave the repeated order to “round up everyone who should be rounded up”—a phrase that appears repeatedly in 2017 Government documents.229 A June 2017 directive issued by Zhu Hailun, then XUAR’s top security official, added “if they’re there, round them up.”230 In August 2017, at the XUAR Party Standing Committee conference, Chen emphasized the digitization of security and implementation of predictive policing in the region.231 In an October 2017 speech to the XUAR leadership, Chen declared that the struggle “to safeguard stability is a protracted war and also a war of *offense*” [emphasis added].232

**“Eradicate Tumors”**

In 2014, President Xi declared that extremism would require “a period of painful, interventionary treatment.”233 In his 2016 policy agenda speech, Chen described religious extremist thought and behavior in XUAR as a “malignant tumor” and a “communicable plague,” requiring more radical and invasive surgery.234 In early 2017, Party officials ramped up efforts to “eradicate tumors,”235 In April 2017, an internal Party memo warned, “If religious extremist thought is not *rooted out*, violent terrorist acts will continually multiply like cancer cells” [emphasis added].236 The XUAR public security bureau directive containing a question-and-answer guide for local officials to respond to Uyghur students returning from other parts of China instructs officials to reassure students they have “absolutely no need to worry” about disappeared relatives, using the repeated language that only “treatment ... can thoroughly eradicate this ‘malignant tumor.’”237 The official response to whether the relatives of Uyghurs have committed a crime is that they have not, underscoring how the mass internment campaign is extra-legal, although: “Freedom is only possible when this ‘virus’ in their

---


229 *Absolutely No Mercy*, supra note 58.

230 Ibid.

231 Greitens, Chestnut, et al., *supra* note 95, at 41.

232 Ibid.

233 *Absolutely No Mercy*, supra note 58.


235 Leibold, *supra* note 56, at 57.

236 Ibid., at 239.

thinking is eradicated.”238 The “work teams” who facilitate sending XUAR residents to the camps have also adopted the language of “eradicating tumors.”239 State media describes the mass internment camps as methods to “penetrate” detainees like an “intravenous needle,”240 equating Uyghur detainees as malignant tumors to be destroyed. The use of metaphors of disease, cancer, or poison assimilated for Uyghurs as a group targets them as such and dehumanizes them as objects for destruction.

B) Campaigns of Destruction

The intent behind the campaigns targeting the Uyghurs is further laid bare by an XUAR Government directive to “break their lineage, break their roots, break their connections, and break their origins.”241

**Mass Internment Campaign ("Strike Hard Campaign")**

The May 2013, XUAR Government document “Autonomous Region Party Committee document no. 11” laid the earliest groundwork for the mass internment campaign throughout the region. The document makes reference to “the infected minority masses” and emphasizes that “the hand that strikes hard must be tough, [and] the hand that [provides] educational guidance must [also] be tough.”242 XUAR Government statements repeatedly use the phrase “wash clean the brains” to describe the work of the detention centers.243 A 2017 XUAR county justice bureau report states that re-education must “wash brains, cleanse hearts.”244

The Government’s domestic and international misinformation campaign to portray the policies in the region as serving “educational and training” purposes or alleviating poverty is exposed by the systematic persecution of Uyghur intellectuals, including members of the upper-middle class who are well-integrated into Chinese society and even the CCP itself.

In early 2017, the authorities initiated the persecution of “two-faced” Uyghur officials/cadres to “clean them out,”245 rendering even those who were “loyal” to the

---


240 Grose, *supra* note 238.


242 Zenz, *supra* note 42.


244 Zenz, *supra* note 95.

State to be criminals, including CCP members and Government officials.\(^{246}\) Some of these figures were even praised for fostering understanding and building bridges between minorities and the XUAR Government.\(^{247}\) or the Han majority.\(^{248}\) There is a growing list of nearly 450 disappeared or imprisoned Uyghur intellectuals from 2016 to the present, including Government officials, tech founders, prominent university professors, deans, medical researchers, doctors, journalists, editors, publishers, celebrated artists, poets, linguists, computer engineers, and the like.\(^{249}\) Many of these guardians of Uyghur culture and identity are subjected to formal, often harsher prisons sentences, and even death sentences,\(^{250}\) evidencing a deliberate Government policy of specifically targeting prominent Uyghur leaders.\(^{251}\)

**The Blueprint for Mass Internment (“Telegram”)**

In November 2017, XUAR’s Political and Legal Affairs Commission, in charge of security in the region, with the seal of approval by then XUAR Deputy Party Secretary and top security official, Zhu Hailun, issued an operation manual, or Telegram, containing a master plan for the mass internment system, including detailed guidelines for the expansion and operation of the camps.\(^{252}\) The Telegram orders all prefectures to “speed up the construction and renovation of sites, and continuously improve the security facilities.”\(^{253}\) In terms of internal management, the Telegram calls for strict control over detainees, including 24-hour guard shifts, “full video surveillance coverage of dormitories,” where police “must never allow escapes.”\(^{254}\) The Telegram orders officials to “increase the discipline and punishment” for violations of the rules governing every aspect of daily life from “bathing once or twice a week” to the “requirements for getting up, rollcall, washing, going to the toilet, organizing and housekeeping, eating, studying, sleeping, closing the door and so forth.”\(^{255}\) Detainees with “negative attitudes or even feelings of resistance” are to be punished with “assault-style transformation through education.”\(^{256}\)

---

\(^{246}\) Roberts, *supra* note 34, at 209.


\(^{248}\) “The Persecution of the Intellectuals in the Uyghur Region: Disappeared Forever?” *Uyghur Human Rights Project*, Oct. 2020, [https://docs.uhrp.org/pdf/UHRP_Disappeared_Forever.pdf](https://docs.uhrp.org/pdf/UHRP_Disappeared_Forever.pdf), e.g. Abdukerim Rahman, a 77 year-old literature professor at Xinjiang University was charged as “two-faced,” despite being praised by the Chinese State for over 50 years; Ramzy, *supra* note 241.


\(^{254}\) *Ibid.*


The Telegram also encourages the active promotion of “repentance and confession ... for [detainees] to understand deeply the illegal, criminal and dangerous nature of their past.” 257 Staff in the camps are also closely monitored, with an entire section of the Telegram devoted to “strict secrecy,” banning all “mobile phones and cameras” from “management areas,” and a directive to train the staff to maintain secrecy over important data and statistics that are not to “be disseminated,” 258 and are “not open to the public.” 259

The Telegram includes a blueprint for a comprehensive bureaucratic system of governance over the mass internment drive and the direct pipeline to forced labor schemes, or “employment assistance resettlement plans in accordance with the [mandate] of ‘completion of one batch, employment of one batch.’” 260 The Telegram outlines a complex structural web of officials and digital surveillance overseeing the entire campaign, including the IJOP system, center evaluation teams, Party secretaries, county bureaus, “vocational skills education and training” leading groups, service bureaus, and local committees. 261

“Special Campaign to Control Birth Control Violations”

From 2016 to 2019, a number of Chinese academic publications legitimized the Government eugenic programs implementing the mass prevention of Uyghur births by identifying Uyghur growth rates as threatening to national security, diluting the “Chinese Nation-Race,” and linking these rates to “religious extremism.” 262 To reduce Uyghur population growth rates, in 2017, a county Party committee promoted Han-Uyghur marriages with the post: “Let ethnic unity become one’s own flesh and blood.” 263
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257 Telegram, supra note 252.
258 Ibid. at para. 25.
259 Zenz, supra note 95; the classified Telegram adds that it is necessary to strengthen the staff’s “awareness of the need to maintain secrecy” (保密意识 baomi yishi ) and that “no person is under [any] circumstances permitted to disseminate information about detention or re-education via telephone, smartphone, or the internet.” Officials are “strictly forbidden” to give “related media interviews,” or engage in any “unauthorized disclosure” related to the internment campaign. Former detainees are also reportedly forced to sign documents never to disclose what was experienced in the camps (Victim # 46). The tight control on information leaving the camps raises concerns about the possibility of officials covering up a devastating COVID-19 outbreak within the characteristically overcrowded and unsanitary camps.
260 Telegram, supra note 252, para 20.
261 Ibid., para. 18.
262 Shepherd and Pitel, supra note 63.
263 China’s Uighurs Told to Share Beds, supra note 64.
264 Zenz, supra note 179, at 17.
spots;” “test all who need to be tested”; and “detect and deal with those who violate policies early.”

In 2018, the Uyghur prefecture of Kizilsu issued a directive to:

Guide the masses of farmers and herdsmen to spontaneously carry out family planning sterilization surgery, implement the free policy of birth control surgery, effectively promote family planning work, and effectively control excessive population growth.

The XUAR Health Commission’s project provides “free birth control surgeries” to all four southern regions in XUAR, which aimed to reduce 2020 birth rates by at least 4 per mille points below the 2016 level.

In 2019, the XUAR Health Commission planned to subject over 80 percent of women of childbearing age in the rural southern four minority prefectures to “birth control measures with long-term effectiveness,” which refers to either IUDs or sterilizations. According to family planning documents, a number of counties similarly offer “long-term effective pregnancy prevention [drug] injections.” On 8 January 2021, the Chinese Embassy in the USA made an open admission to its systematic birth prevention campaign targeting Uyghur women by publicly stating that “in the process of eradicating extremism, the minds of Uygur women in Xinjiang were emancipated and gender equality and reproductive health were promoted, making them no longer baby-making machines.”

China has simultaneously pursued a dual systematic campaign of forcibly sterilizing Uyghur women of childbearing age and internment Uyghur men of child-bearing years, preventing the regenerative capacity of the group and evincing an intent to biologically destroy the group as such.

**Destruction of Uyghur Families and Communal Bonds, Sacred Sites, and Identity**

The Government is aggressively carrying out sophisticated campaigns of destroying Uyghur families, communal bonds, sacred sites, and the intergenerational transmission of religion, tradition, culture, and language. The extensive Government-mandated “homestays” in Uyghur households and neighborhoods, systems of mass internment and
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forced labor, and institutionalization of Uyghur children in state-run facilities have broken up Uyghur families and community, rupturing the most intimate bonds of the group. According to a 2017 Government planning document, the policy of forcibly separating Uyghur children from their parents into boarding schools is intended to both indoctrinate the children and “break the impact of the religious atmosphere on children at home.”

An analysis of Uyghur-medium primary level textbooks further demonstrates the erasure of Uyghur culture, religion, history, literature, and poetry from primary education. The government has completely replaced “bilingual education” with “national language education” or Chinese-medium education, depriving the next generation of the Uyghur language, while subjecting adult detainees in the camps to torture and inhumane treatment for speaking Uyghur or failing to speak Chinese.

Moreover, in XUAR, the Government has launched systematic attacks against Uyghur cultural and religious sites, property, and symbols—attacks which the ICJ has “considered as evidence of an intent to physically destroy the group.” In late 2016, the Chinese Central Ethnic-Religious Affairs Department launched the “Mosque Rectification” campaign to demolish mosques and sacred cultural sites in the region. XUAR Party Secretary Chen Quanguo ordered the government to “improve the conditions of religious places to guide religion and socialism to adapt to each other.” It is estimated that approximately 16,000 mosques in XUAR, or 65 percent of the total, have been destroyed or damaged due to government policies, largely since 2017, with 8,500 mosques completely demolished. As early as December 2016, the head of Kashgar’s Ethnic and Religious Affairs Committee, Wang Jingfu, attested to having “demolished nearly 70 percent of mosques in the city.” A number of the XUAR mosques that remain intact and undamaged have been converted into commercial or civic spaces, including café-bars. Private religious schools have also been destroyed. In addition, an estimated 58 percent of important religious-cultural sites in the region, such as shrines, cemeteries, and pilgrimage sites, have been damaged or completely demolished, including what is
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widely considered the holiest Uyghur site, Ordam Padshah.\textsuperscript{282} Many of the undamaged sites are fully enclosed by walls or security checkpoints.\textsuperscript{283}

In early 2018, XUAR officials extended these destructive practices further into public, private, domestic, and communal Uyghur spaces. Officials launched the “Three News” campaign, “advocating a new lifestyle, establishing a new atmosphere, and constructing a new order,” drawing on President Xi’s “Beautiful China” initiative.\textsuperscript{284} A document circulated by a government employee in XUAR elaborates on the mandate of the campaign to “resolutely root out the ideologies of … ‘religion’ is law … [and] resolutely eliminate the problems of … ‘wild imams’ and never allow religion to intervene in … education or family planning.”\textsuperscript{285} The document further orders officials to “establish a new atmosphere in everyday existence … change concepts toward employment – i.e. opportunities inside and outside of Xinjiang, at village ‘satellite factories,’” well-documented sites of forced labour.\textsuperscript{286}

The Three News led to the “Beautifying Spaces” programme, intended to transform “backward” Uyghur lifestyles and erase ethnically distinct Uyghur architecture.\textsuperscript{287} Authorities have specifically ordered the destruction of two household features that stand at the center of Uyghur domestic and sacred life—the supa, an interior raised platform, and mehrab, an arch or niche facing the direction of Mecca for prayer.\textsuperscript{288} Officials have called for all supas to be “demolished,” which in the words of a branch party secretary, are considered contrary to a “civilized [Han] lifestyle.”\textsuperscript{289} One county government ordered Uyghurs to “smash up” their supa.\textsuperscript{290} Authorities have further issued directives in at least three prefectures (Ili, Kashgar, and Hotan) to remove mehrams or destroy homes where mehrams cannot be reshaped.\textsuperscript{291} The practices connected to these destroyed or converted sacred sites and household features not only carry religious significance for the Uyghurs but also capture essential elements of Uyghur identity, culture, communal bonds, and connection with the land.\textsuperscript{292}
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\textsuperscript{291} “Uyghurs Ordered to Destroy Muslim Architecture Deemed ‘Extremist’ by Authorities,” Radio Free Asia, 10 July 2019, https://www.rfa.org/english/news/uyghur/architecture-07102019140830.html; see also Smith Finley and Klimeš, supra note 74.

\textsuperscript{292} The prominent Uyghur scholar, Rahile Dawut, who studied these sites and disappeared in 2017, likely due to her work preserving Uyghur native traditions, once commented: “If one were to remove these … shrines, the Uighur people would lose contact with earth. They would no longer have a personal, cultural, and spiritual history. After a few years we would not have a memory of why we live here or where we belong.” Kuo supra, note 277; see also Roberts, supra note 34, at 228.
2. In whole or in part as such

The ILC interprets the term “as such” to mean the intent to destroy the group “as a separate and distinct entity.”\(^{293}\) The ILC defines “in whole or in part” as the intention to destroy a “substantial part of a particular group,” which need not “intend to achieve the complete annihilation of a group from every corner of the globe.”\(^{294}\) The ICJ has confirmed that it is “widely accepted” that the “substantial part” requirement can be met “within a geographically limited area.”\(^{295}\) For this question, “[T]he area of the perpetrator’s activity and control are to be considered.”\(^{296}\)

In this case, the geographic territory in question is officially acknowledged by the Chinese Government to be the Uyghur Autonomous Region. The Government has engaged in the construction and expansion of internment camps across every populated area of XUAR, particularly in Uyghur-dominated areas. However, the campaign is not limited by geographic or administrative borders, as one of the documents from the “Party Committee for Cracking Down” instructs officials to collect the personal information of Uyghurs living abroad and categorize them by home region to identify “those still outside the country for whom suspected terrorism cannot be ruled out … [who] should be placed into concentrated education and training” immediately upon their return to China.\(^{297}\)

Early on in the mass internment drive (2017-2018), there were reportedly regional quotas in place, target numbers that would already meet the requirement of a substantial part of the group.\(^{298}\) By 2017, in some parts of southern XUAR, police were ordered to detain nearly 40 percent of the adult population.\(^{299}\) At present, as demonstrated, the policies in place have targeted millions of Uyghurs, constituting a substantial part of the group.

The ICJ has further interpreted the “substantial part” requirement to mean that “the part targeted must be significant enough to have an impact on the group as a whole.”\(^{300}\) It is therefore important to consider the significance or prominence of the part of the Uyghur population that has been targeted, and whether that “specific part of the group is emblematic of the overall group, or is essential to its survival.”\(^{301}\) As revealed by


\(^{294}\) Ibid. at 45, at para. 8.

\(^{295}\) Bosnia v. Serbia, supra note 13, at para. 199.

\(^{296}\) Ibid.


\(^{299}\) Allen-Ebrahimian, supra note 89; see also Roberts, supra note 34, at 215.

\(^{300}\) Bosnia v. Serbia, supra note 13, at para. 198.

\(^{301}\) Prosecutor v. Krstic, supra note 142, at paras. 12 (“In addition to the numeric size of the targeted portion, its prominence within the group can be a useful consideration. If a specific part of the group is emblematic of the overall group, or is essential to its survival, that may support a finding that the part qualifies as substantial within the meaning of Article [II].”), and 587, citing the Final Report of the Commission of Experts Established Pursuant to Security Council Resolution 780 (1992) “that an intent to destroy a specific part of a group, such as its political, administrative, intellectual or business leaders, ‘may be a strong indication of genocide regardless of the actual numbers killed.’”
Government records, Uyghur leaders and authoritative figures have been selectively targeted for detention, both in scope and scale. Uyghur cultural leaders are dying in detention from virtual death sentences.302 Imams have been singled out as a “problem” to be eliminated,303 and are given severe prison sentences.304 There is a systematic region-wide strategy of detaining the middle-aged population, particularly household heads.305 The Karakax List also demonstrates a fixation on religious figures. The most extensive column meticulously details information about those within the detainee’s family, community, and “religious inheritance” circles, the latter documenting how religious knowledge is transmitted through family members or others.306 According to international jurisprudence, the “selective targeting of leading figures of a community” is particularly probative of genocide and “indicative of genocidal intent.”307

VI. State Responsibility: Attribution of Acts
The persons and entities perpetrating the acts of genocide detailed in this report are either State organs under Chinese law acting in their legislative, judicial, executive, administrative and other capacities, or others acting on the instructions of the State. In 2014, President Xi gave a number of internal speeches laying the groundwork for the policies, laws, and practices resulting in these genocidal acts targeting Uyghurs in the region. In these speeches, President Xi launched the “People’s War on Terror,”308 unleashed the “weapons” of “dictatorship,” urged officials to “show absolutely no mercy,” and made Southern XUAR, where Uyghurs make up nearly 90 percent of the population, the front line of the offensive. In 2014, President Xi convened a high-level conference to chart a new policy for the region. At the conference, President Xi called for erecting “walls” and “nets spread from the earth to the sky,”309 and ordered the transfer of Uyghurs to Han-dominated areas and the constant “education and transformation” of “these people,”310 which became synonymous with the mass surveillance, internment, and forced labour of Uyghurs in XUAR today. In 2014, President Xi also presided over a high-level CCP meeting where leaders adopted the policy of promoting Han-Uyghur marriages.311

302 For a list of documented deaths in detention, see Xinjiang Victims Database, https://shahit.biz/eng/lists. See also “Prominent Uyghur Poet and Author Confirmed to Have Died While Imprisoned.” Radio Free Asia, 25 Jan. 2021, https://www.rfa.org/english/news/uyghur/poet-01252021133515.html. Moreover, according to a first-hand account, elderly detainees as old as 80 years of age were the main targets of torture and inhumane treatment at the internment camp. Imams could be sentenced to more than 20 years, and hand-cuffed and shackled at all times (Victim # 67).
303 Grose, supra note 44, see Section “A history of “beautifying [Uyghur] spaces;” see also IJOP Bulletin No. 20, supra note 91.
304 Confirmed by eyewitnesses and reporting from Xinjiang Victims Database, where Imams comprise 13 percent of victims but 29 percent of those with formal prison sentences; Demolishing Faith, supra note 141.
305 Detailed Government records demonstrate that the demographic group of males between the ages of 45 and 54 are overrepresented. Based on local township spreadsheets, the percentage of household heads was the highest. For example, the internment share of household heads in Azatbag Township was 50.5 percent, by far the highest share, followed by “sons” at 20 percent; Zenz, supra note 95.
306 Zenz, supra note 42; One grandfather is cited as having been sentenced to six years in 2017 for passing down religious knowledge to his grandson; see Ideological Transformation, supra note 114, at 16, entry 64.
308 Leibold and Zenz, supra note 55.
309 Absolutely No Mercy, supra note 58.
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Government programs mandating Han cadre homestays with Uyghur families are derived from official training manuals, campaigns, and instructions from government agencies like the XUAR regional Party Committee and the United Front Work Department, the body responsible for ethnic and religious affairs. The wider campaign of mass sterilization and IUD placements in the Uyghur dominated areas is largely implemented by the XUAR Health Commission in its official capacity and pursuant to regional directives and XUAR family planning documents under the “Special Campaign to Control Birth Control Violations.”

In August 2016, Chen Quanguo was appointed XUAR Party Secretary, where he intensified the “People’s War,” vastly expanding security measures and detention sites in the region, distributing Xi’s speeches to justify the campaigns targeting Uyghurs, and ordering officials to “round of everyone who should be rounded up”—a phrase repeated in internal documents. In 2017, the XUAR People’s Congress passed new “De-Extremism” regulations that provided the legal framework underpinning the mass internment of Uyghurs. In June 2017, Zhu Hailun, then XUAR Deputy Secretary and top security official, issued a directive building on the orders from Party Secretary Chen and President Xi: “If they’re there, round them up.” In early 2018, the CCP investigated and made an example of an official who released thousands of camp detainees, for “gravely disobeying the party central leadership’s strategy for governing Xinjiang,” which an internal government report charged as his refusal to “round up everyone who should be rounded up.”

Zhu Hailun also issued a set of documents, or bulletins, to “quickly dispatch to Party Secretaries” across the region, through the “Party Committee Command for Cracking Down and Assaulting on the Front Lines,” on how to police and detain the Uyghur population with digital surveillance. In November 2017, XUAR’s Political and Legal Affairs Commission, in charge of regional security, issued the “Telegram” signed by Mr. Zhu, or the blueprint for the expansion of mass internment camps, including guidelines for increasing the “punishment” of detainees for the slightest veering from the everyday military-style routines, sanctioning the widespread torture methods employed by camp guards. Accordingly, these guards are carrying out executive functions as State organs or agents and are empowered by State organs to exercise such authority.

At a September 2020 CCP conference, President Xi gave his unequivocal approval to the continuation of these policies, practices, and campaigns, which “must be held to for the long term: “Practice has proven that the party’s strategy for governing Xinjiang in the new era is completely correct... On the whole, Xinjiang is presenting a favorable situation of
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social stability... The facts provide ample proof that our country is successful in its ethnic policy.  

In sum, the persons and entities perpetrating the enumerated acts of genocide are State organs or agents under Chinese law, exercising their legislative, executive, administrative, and other functions, empowered by State law and acting on instructions and under the direct and effective control of the highest levels of the State. The commission of these enumerated acts of genocide, as set out in Article II of the Genocide Convention, against the Uyghurs are therefore necessarily attributable to the State of China.

In addition, the breadth and number of repeated and consistent acts of genocide occurring within a strong one-party State makes clear that China is in further breach of the Genocide Convention by failing to prevent genocide.

VII. Conclusion

This report examined the legal question of whether China bears State responsibility for breaches of Article II of the Genocide Convention, in particular, whether China is committing genocide against the Uyghurs as defined by Article II of the Convention. Upon application of the said provisions of the Genocide Convention to the mass of evidence presented herein, this report concludes, based on a clear and convincing standard of proof, that China is responsible for breaches of each provision of Article II of the Convention. The definition of genocide is met under Article II when any of the enumerated acts are committed with the requisite “intent to destroy, in whole or in part, [the protected group] as such.” The object of this intent is the destruction of the group’s existence as an entity as such. The intent required by the Convention is measured by objective standards, including official statements, policies, a general plan, a pattern of conduct, and repeated destructive acts, which have a logical sequence. In this context, the Head of State, President Xi, launched a “People’s War on Terror” in the region and made the Uyghur-concentrated areas the front line, arguing that extremism has taken root in Uyghur society. Camp guards reportedly follow orders to uphold the system in place until “Kazakhs, Uyghurs, and other Muslim nationalities, would disappear ... until all Muslim nationalities would be extinct.” High-level officials gave orders to “round up everyone who should be rounded up,” “wipe them out completely ... destroy them root and branch,” and “break their lineage, break their roots, break their connections and break their origins.” Officials have likened the mass internment campaign to “eradicating tumors” and even uprooting weeds hidden among crops, which require spraying “chemicals to kill them all.”

China has simultaneously pursued a dual systematic campaign of forcibly sterilizing Uyghur women of childbearing age and interning Uyghur men of child-bearing years,
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preventing the regenerative capacity of the group. China explicitly admits that “Uyghur women” are the targets of its birth prevention campaign in the region, which is linked to its offensive against “extremism,” as China’s Embassy in the US publicly stated: “In the process of eradicating extremism, the minds of Uyghur women in Xinjiang were emancipated ... making them no longer baby-making machines.”

The intent to destroy the Uyghurs as a group is further demonstrated by the comprehensive Government policies and programs directed at erasing all aspects of Uyghur identity, community, and domestic life, and institutionalizing Uyghur children in state-run orphanages. Pursuant to these Government campaigns, local authorities have eliminated Uyghur education, destroyed ethnically distinct Uyghur architecture and household features, and damaged or completely demolished the majority of mosques and sacred sites, while closing off other sites or converting them into commercial spaces, and destroying essential elements of Uyghur identity and communal bonds. The intent to destroy the Uyghurs as a group is still further demonstrated by the Government’s deliberate targeting of the guardians and transmitters of Uyghur identity for prolonged detention or death, including household heads, authoritative figures, traditional and professional elites, and cultural leaders, regardless of Party affiliation or educational status. China’s policies and practices in the region must be viewed in their totality, which amounts to an intent to destroy the Uyghurs as a group, in whole or in part, as such.

While commission of any one of the enumerated acts will sustain a finding of genocide, the evidence presented here supports a finding that genocide is being committed against the Uyghurs, an ethnic group with protected status, under Article II paragraphs (a) through (e).

First, under the mass internment drive, there are reports of mass death and deaths of prominent Uyghur leaders who have been selectively sentenced to death by execution or, for elders in particular, by long-term imprisonment, such as 15 to 20 years in prison. These State-sanctioned deaths under the framework of the mass internment of Uyghurs in the region amount to “killing members of the group” under Article II (a).

Second, Uyghurs are suffering from systematic torture and cruel, inhumane, and degrading treatment, including rape, sexual abuse, and public humiliation, both inside and outside the camps. Internment camps are designed with built-in interrogation rooms, where consistent forms of torture against Uyghurs are well-documented. The Government homestays, mass internment, State-run orphanages, and forced labor schemes are each designed to indoctrinate and “wash clean” brains, driving Uyghurs to commit or attempt suicide from the threat of internment or the daily extreme forms of physical and psychological torture within the camps, including mock executions, public “self-criticisms,” and solitary confinement. China is therefore responsible for “causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group” as per Article II (b).
Third, Chinese authorities have systematically detained Uyghurs in unliveable conditions, particularly men of childbearing years, household heads, and community leaders, imposed birth prevention measures on Uyghur women, and transferred Uyghurs into forced physical labor. In sum, China is deliberately “inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part” as per Article II (c).

Fourth, China is carrying out a well-documented, State-funded birth prevention strategy targeting all women of childbearing age in Uyghur-concentrated areas with mass sterilization, abortions, and IUD placements. In 2019 alone, the Government planned to subject at least 80 percent of women of childbearing age in Southern XUAR to sterilizations or IUD placements. In the camps, female Uyghur detainees are subjected to forced IUD insertions, abortions, and injections and medications halting their menstrual cycles. The mass internment campaign supplements the XUAR Health Commission’s campaign of reducing Uyghur births by selectively imprisoning Uyghurs of childbearing age, depriving them of the ability to reproduce. As a result of these interconnected policies, Government statistics demonstrate that growth rates in Uyghur-concentrated areas are increasingly approaching zero. China is therefore clearly responsible for “imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group” as per Article II (d).

Finally, as Uyghur parents are increasingly detained in internment camps and forced labor facilities, Uyghur children are being sent to State-run orphanages and raised in Chinese-language environments with standard Han child-rearing methods. China is thus “forcibly transferring children of the group to another group,” as per Article II (e) of the Genocide Convention.

The persons and entities perpetrating these acts of genocide are all State organs or agents under Chinese law, acting in their official capacities, or under the effective control of the State. The nature of these interconnected and composite acts inescapably demonstrates the clear, effective, and firm control of the State, which cannot reasonably be attributed to others beyond the effective control of the State, to accident, or to chance. In terms of the Genocide Convention, the long-established, publicly and repeatedly declared, specifically targeted, systematically implemented, and fully resourced policy and practice of China toward the Uyghurs is inseparable from “the intent to destroy” the Uyghurs as a group, in whole or in part, as such. Therefore, China bears State responsibility for an ongoing genocide against the Uyghurs, in breach of the Genocide Convention.
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